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Ethephon [ (2-chloroethy]-)phosphonic acidl effectively

reduces

lodging in barley, but may also have positive or neg'ative results

on

yield components and yíe1d even if lodging does not occur. Studies

were

undertaken to determine the effects of ethephon on tillering,

photoassimil-ate partitioning;

spikes plant-l,

kernels spike-l,

kernel weight for barfey grown under Manitoba conditions.
l-988, and 1989, Argyle and

Samson

In

and.

1987,

barley were grown at Winnipeg at

100

and 300 plants m-2 and treated with ethephon at Zad.oks cS 35 and/or 45.

Tiller

emergience and senescence was observed

throughout each growing

season for L0 plants plot-1. and yield components were determined at

harvest. The two cultivars responded similarly to ethephon ín all three
years of the study. Hand harvested grain yields were either unaffected

or reduced by ethephon, but combine harvested grain yield tended to
increased in l-989 when lodging was severe in untreated plots.
promoted the growth and emergence of till-er

be

Ethephon

buds. resulting in increased

shoots plant-1 each year and at each density; however, this promoted

til-ler growth resulted in increased spikes plant-1 for ethephon treated
plants only ín l-98? for both densities.

a 1 C-assimilate partitioning

study in l-989 indicated that ethephon's promotion of tiller
may be

sites.

bud growth

in response to increased availabil-ity of assimilate at tifler
Ethephon did not enhance survival of tiÌlers

which would

otherwise have senesced; in 1989, ethephon promoted senescence of
]..T

bud

some

early tillers

s¡ith the consequence that spikes plant-1 was not increased

despite promoted l-ate tiller

aPPearance. Kernels spike-1

was

consistently reduced by ethephon, related both to ethephon's gametocidal
properties as well as to the presence of late-emerged tillers
relatívely fewer kernels t.han early emerged t.illers.

with

Kernel- weight

was

reduced, unaffected, and increased by ethephon in 1987r 1988, and 1989'

respectively.

The increase in 1989 was likely due to the reduction of

lodgíng by ethephon. while evidence from the 1 C-assimilate partitioning
study suggested that reductions in kernel- weight such as in l-987 may be
due to competition between developing spikes and fate tillers

which

appear in response to ethephon. The risk of negative responses to
ethephon makes the use of ethephon in western Canada advisabfe only

the risk of severe lodging is known to be high.
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1.

GENERJAJ, I¡ETRODUCTTO¡{.

The plant g'rowth regulator ethephon is an effective anti-Iodging

agent for barley when applied just prior to heading. the lodging

resistance of barley treated with ethephon has been attributed to the
shortening of the plant which occurs when ethephon reduces the extent to
which the uppermost internodes elongate.
The application of ethephon to barley for lodging' control al-so

results in other effects on crop growth. Often ethephon application
resul-ts in an increase in grain bearing shoots pfant-l or area-1 and. a
red.uction in kernels spike-l.

Kernel- weight is sometimes increased when

lodging is prevented by ethephon applicaÈion, but decreased
ethephon is applied in the absence of lodging.

when

The net result of these

individual yield components effects on grain yield may be positive, nil.
or negative.
While it has been suggested that ethephon increases spikes plant-1
by preventing tiller

senescence, ít has been observed that ethephon

often promotes the emergence of l-ate tillers.

The significance of these

late till-ers with respect to the final spike poputation and grain yield
is not known, and the conditions under which they are promoted requires
further el-ucidation. The physiology underlying the reductions in kernel
number associated with ethephon application appears to be well_

understood, but factors determining the degree to which this occurs are

unclear. The reason for the reduction in kernel weÍght

sometimes

observed when ethephon is applied in the absence of lodging is not
known

The research reported in this document was undertaken with the

following objectives:
of early till-ers,

to determine whether ethephon enhances survival

or promotes the growth and development of late titlers

in ord.er to increase spikes pfant-l; to determine t.he significance of
the extra tillers

with respect to yield; to elucidate the causes of

reductions in kernels spike-1 with ethephon application,' to determine
whether changes in partitioning

availability

in ethephon treated plants promote

of assimilates at til-l-er buds and thus promote their

growth,' and to ínvestigate the causes of kernel weíght reductions
observed with ethephon application.

Besides contributing to

an

understanding of Èhe physiology of ethephon in cereal- crops, this
research will al-so contribute to our abilíty to make intellígent
recommendations regarding the use of ethephon by barJ-ey producers under
Canadian Prairie conditions.

2.

T,TTERATURE REVIEW.

2.L Nature and Ãctivíty of Ethephon.
Et.hephon [ (2-chloroethyl) phosphonic acid] is essentially stabfe in
aqueous solutions with pH less than 4 (Cooke and Randall, 1,968; Edgerton

and Blanpied, 1968; v'Tarner and Leopo1d, l-969) .
et.hephon breaks down

Ät pH greater than

4,

to rel-ease ethylene, and chloride and phosphate

ions (Cooke and Randall, 1968; Domir and Foy, i-g78a; Maynard and

Swan.

l-963; Warner and Leopold, 1969; Yang', 1969); the plant growth regulator

properties of ethephon have been attríbuted to the release of ethylene
in plant cells.

The rel-ease of et.hylene from ethephon is not

instantaneoLrs, with a very slow release occurring even at pH less than

4

(Edgerton and Blanpied, 1968). The rate of ethylene evolution from

buffered solutions, from cherry foriage (ofien and Bukovac, 1978),

and-

from tomato foliage (Lougheed and FrankJ-in, L972) increases with
temperature.

Kreitsberg et aI. (1984) found that more than
applied did not not penetrate the l-eaf ín the first

50%

of ethephon

3 days after

application, and 272 could be washed off the leaf after 9 days.

when

ethephon was applied to grape vines, 622 of that applied coufd easily be
washed

off l-eaf surfaces after 7 days (Martin et aI., l9j2).

v{orking wíth 14c-ethephon in tobacco, Domir and Foy (1978b) found

that et.hephon penetrated leaf tissue easily, and was transtocated
primarily acropetally from the point of treatment, with no 14c activity
anywhere but in the treated.leaf.

rn contrast, when Kreitsberg et al.

(1984) applied ethephon to the coleoptiJ-e and first

rye seedling's. they were able to detect

leaf bl-ade of winter

smal-l- amounts

of apparentry

undegraded ethephon in the second and thÍrd reaves i2 Lo 216 hours

IaLer, after those leaves had emerged. Others have reported
translocation of ethephon to irmnature tissues or fruÍts

(Edgerton and

Hatch, 19'72; Martin et aI., 1972; Weaver et al., 1972; Yamaguchi et al.,
L977)

.

The peak release of ethyfene occurred in the first

24 hours after

application when tobacco leaves were treated with ethephon (Domir
Foy, 1978a; i-978b). Ethylene evolution also peaked in the first

and

day

after treatment of wínter rye seedlings (Kreitsberg et aI., 1984).

When

soybean disks were incubated in ethephon soJ-ution, ethyfene release

was

high for the first

day, peaked on the second day, and feIl to less than

5* of the peak level by the sixth day (Lurssen. 1982). Edgerton and
Hatch (1972) and Weaver et aI. (1972) differentiated between 14C*
ethylene rel-eased. from 14C-ethephon, and unlabel-l-ed ethylene rel-eased. in
response to elevated ethylene levels (autocatalysis) .

They reported

that the peak release of l-abel-l-ed ethylene occurred in the first

24

hours after ethephon appJ-ication, but unlabelled ethylene levels fe1l
more gradually after several days.

Reports of ethephon metabol-ism to ínactive and/or transportable
forms vary in their concl-usions depending on which species was studj-ed.
Ethephon was apparently not metabol-ized in tobacco (Kreitsberg et aI..
l-984)

r grapes (!ùeaver et aI.. 1972), tomato (Yamaguchi et aI., I97L) |

apple, or cherry (Edgerton and Hatcht l9'72) . However, metabol_ites of
1 C-ethephon have been detected in summer squash (yamaguchi et al.,
lg'7

I), peach (AbdeI-Gawad and Martin,

l-9?3)

.

Lavee, and

l-973)

. and rubber (Archer et al-.,

Martin (Ig'74') attributed the metabolism in

peach

tissue to chemical- or physical reactions rather than to enzymatic

interactions with the l-iving- tissue.

No

information is available as to

sites of ethephon metabofism or forms in which it may be transl-ocated.
2.2 Observed Responses t,o Ethephon in Many Species.
Aside from its effects in cereal crop species, ethephon has been
reported to have many effects in many species. A review of the

Bibliography of Agriculture
Platter

AGRICOLA CD-ROM

(USDA,

National AgricuJ-ture Library; Sifver

version) over the l-ast 10 years shows at least

450 citations mentioning more than 100 species in which ethephon

was

used.

DeWil-de (197i-) reviewed the uses of ethephon, applied at various

stages of growth to various species: ethephon had been found to affect

flower induction and sex expression, retard vegietative growt.h

and

decrease apical dominance, overcome seed or bulb dormancy, induce or

accelerate leaf, flower, and fruit abscission, induce or accel-erate
fruit

ripening, increase disease resistance. increase fruít

bud

hardiness. and increase l-atex f1ow,
2.3 Observed Responses to Ethephon in Cereal Crop Species.
2.3.1 Lodging Resistance.
Many

reports attest to the effectiveness of ethephon in reducing

the susceptibility of cereal- plants to lodging, when it is applied during
the early t.o late boot stage. These will not be discussed in this
review.

Lodging of cereal plants can be a consequence of loss of root
anchoragie

or more often by structural fail-ure of the straw (Neenan and.

Spencer-Smith, 1975) .

When

rain, wind, or other causes apply forces

perpendicul-ar to cereal grrain stems, the stems bend; if the bending

exceeds a resistance determined by Young's modulus and the outer

diameter of the straw, the stem buckles. Because the force l-ow on

a

cereal- stem is proportional to the fourth power of the height of the

stem (Pinthus, l-973), short plants are more resistant to lodging than
ta11 plants, all other stem physical- characteristics being egua1.
Ethephon effectively

reduces stem elongation, resulting in shorter

pl-ants which are more resistant to lodging.
Ethephon and/or ethylene has been observed to reduce cel-l

elongation in

.å.vena

sativa (vanAndel- and Verkerke, L978), and

pea

epicotyls (Burg et aI., 1971). Ethylene induced by physical- restriction
of PhaseoTus vulgaris growth reduced leaf and internode elongation
(Hillman and Yeangt 1979). Ethephon and ethylene have both been
reported to promote sLem thickening (Sel-ga et al.. 1985; Àbeles, l-973).
Selga et aI. (1985) observed increaged dry matter accumulation per unit

of stem length in rye treated with ethephon, alt,houg.h Knapp et al.
(1987) reported that a simil-ar accumulation in wheat stems was in the

form of non-structural carbohydrate. This effect of ethephon may

contribute to lodg'ing resistance.
2.3.2 Yield and Yield Coryonente.
Various grain yield responses (positive, negative, or nil) to
ethephon have been report.ed for different cereal crops (Table 2.1)

.

Cereal- grain yieJ-d can be thought of as the product of several
componentsr nameJ-y, the average number of spikes per unit area, the

average number of kernel-s per spike, and the average weight of

individual kernels. Ethephon applÍcation has been reported to influence
each of these yield components for various cereals (Tab1e 2.2) .

The

most cornmonly reported responses are increases in spikes area-I, and

Table 2. l-. Examples of graín yield reeponses to ethephon reported for
various cereal crops,
Crop

Spring barley

Yield
Response@

+
0
-

Spríng wheat

+
0
-

UdL

1

Triticale
Winter barley
Winter wheat

Bahry, l-988; Dahnous et al-.r 1982; Entz,
L988; Sinrnons et a1., 1988
Bahry, l-988; Cal-dwe]I et al., l-988; Entz,
1988; Foy and witt, L987; Sinrnons et al.,
L988; Wunsche, ]-977
Bahry, 1988; Caldwell et al-., 1988;
Simmons et al. / l-988; Wunsche, 1,97'l
Simmons et al., 1988
Dahnous et a1., 1982; Simmons et al-.. L988
Dahnous et a1., 1982; Simmons et a1.,
l-988; Wunsche, L9'17

0
+
0

Brown and Earley, L973
Brown and Ear1ey, 1-973; Wunsche,
Dahnous et aI., 1982
Dahnous et al., 1982

+
0
+

HiII et aI. , 1982
Hill et aI. , 1982
Hill et a1., 1982
Brown and Earley, 1973; Nafziger et a1.,
1986; Wíersma et aI., 1986
Brown and Earley, 1,973; Cox and Otis,
1989; Knapp et aI., 1987; Nafziger et aI.,

0
-

1-977

l-986; Vtunsche, 1977
Brown and Earley, 1973; Knapp et a1.,
1,987; Nafziger et aI.. L986; Wunsche, Ig'lj

"0", and rr-rr refer to positive,
responses to ethephon, respectively.

@ Symbols '+",

yield

Sources

null,

and negative grain

Examples of yield component responses to ethephon reported
for various cereal crops.

labJ-e 2.2.

Response@ Crop

Spikes P1ant-l

+

barl-ey

0

wheat
oat
winter barley
barley

-

wheat
oat
winter barley
winter wheat
winter wheat

Kernels Spike-1
+
$rheat
0
barley

wheat
winter barley
winter wheat
-

barley
wheat
oat
winter barley
winter wheat

Kernel- Weight

+

barley

0

oat
winter wheat
barley
wheat
oat
winter barley

-

winter wheat
barley

Sources

Bahry, l-988; E,nLzt L988; Morena et a1., l-988;
Simmons et aI., 1988; Wunsche, 1,977
Simmons et aÌ., 1988

V'lunsche, 1977

Hill et a1., 1982
Bahry, 1988; EnLz, 1988; Simmons et a1., 1988;

Wunsche, 1977
Simmons

et al. , 1988; !{unsche, 197'7

Wunsche,

)-9'77

Hill et aI., 1982; Pearson et al.r

Simmons et al . , 19 8I
Bahry, 1988; EnLz, 1988; Foy and Witt,
Simmons et aI., 1988
Simmons et aI., 1988
Hill et a1., L982
Pearson et aI., 1989
Brown and Ear1ey, 1973; Cox and Otis.

1987

L989

Wunsche, 1977

Bahry, l-988; Sirmnons et aI.. L988;
L97'.l

Simmons

Wunsche,

et aI., 1988; Vüunsche. 1977

Wunsche, 1977

Hill et a1., 1982
Brown and Ear1ey, 1973; Wunsche,

1-9j7

Foy and Witt, \98'7

Simmons et al., L9II
Brown and Earley, 19'13
Cox and Otis, L989

Bahry, 1988; Entz, 1988; Foy and v'Iitt, 1987
Simmons et al., l-988
Simmons et al- . , l_ 9I I
Brown and Earley, l-973
Hil-i- et al. , L982
Pearson et aI., 1989
Brown and Earley, 1973; Cox and Otis, 1989
Bahry, l_988; Foy and witt/ L9g'l; Simmons et
â1., 1988; Wunsche, 1977
Simmons et aI./ 1988; Wunsche, Ig'tl

wheat
oat
Wunsche, 1977
winter barJ-ey Hill et al . , Ig82
winter wheat Brown and Earley, t9i3; Wunsche,
"0", and rt-rt refer to positive, nuII,
component responses to ethephon, respectively.
@ SYmbol-s "+",

1989

hlunsche, 1977
Cox and OÈis, 1989

197'7

and. negiative yietd

decreaseg in kernels spike-l and kernel weight. The net effect of
ethephon on grain yield then depends on a balance of positive, null, or

negative responses of individual yield components to ethephon.

Yield increases when ethephon application has prevented lodging
have been attributed to increased kernel weight and/or increased

harvestability due to the prevention of lodging (Brown and Earley, 7973;
Cox and Otis, 1989; Dahnous et al.r 1982; Foy and witt,

1,987; Hill et

â1., 1,982; Simmons et al., L988; Wiersma et al., l-986). Yield increases
with ethephon applicatíon ín the absence of lodgíng have been attributed
(Bahry, 1988; Hill et aI., i-g82l. Yie1d
"re"-l
decreases with ethephon application have been attributed to reduced

to increased spikes

kernels spike-1 (or panicle-1) and/or red.uced kernel weight (Bahry,
l-988; Brown and EarLey, 1973; Wunsche, !9771.

Factors which have been observed to influence the tlpe and
magnitude of yield component responses to ethephon incl-ude cultivar

differences (Bahry, l-988; Cox and Otis, L989; Dahnous et al.,

L982;

E'nLz, 1988; Nafziger et aI., :-986; Sinrnons et aI.. 1988; Wiersma et aI.,

1986), ethephon application rate (Bahry, L988; Brown and Ear1ey, L9-t3;
Ðahnous

et aI.f 1-982; Entz, 1988; Hill et al-., 1982; Nafziger et a1.,

1986; Simmons et al., 1988; Wunsche, 1_9'77), crop growth stage at time of
ethephon application (Brown and Earley, 1,973; Caldwell- et aI., 1988;

Hill et aJ-., 1982), and environment (Entz. 1988;
Wiersma

Simmons

et

a.I

..

1988;

et al.¿ 1986).

Evidence presented in Table 2.3 suggests that moisture

avail-ability during the growing season influences the response of spikes
area-1 to ethephon application.

Increases in spikes area-1 which could

compensate for reductions in kernel spike-I anc./or kernel weight tended

Table 2-3.

Summary

)

1988

420

280

420

37- 45

0
0
0
0
0

0

9

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

+

0

+

0
0

+

0

0

198sQ
0

0
0

0
0

:

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

987l)

irsia

9

0

0

0

1

0

;

+e3-0

+
+ (NS)
_
+

0

+

+
+

+

:

+
+

+

early seeded
Argyle, early seeded
Bedford, Iate seeded
Samson, Iate seeded
Argyle, Iate seeded

Glenn
Morex
Robust
GIenn
l"lorex
Robust

GIenn
Morex
Robust

Samson,

Bedford, early seeded

Bedford, early seeded
Samson, early seeded
Argyle, early seeded
Bedford, Late seeded
Samson, lat.e seeded
Argyle, late seeded

Cultivars

JunJuÍ-

Apr-

May-

95
89

1-1-3

45

'l 6
66

39
44
82

AprMayJun- 229
Jul- 85

JunJuI-

May-

May- 46
Jun- 93
Jul- 149

nìm

Precioi taf-:i on

Growing Season

@ Symbols

'+", "0", and tt-rr refãr to positive, null, and negatiwe yietd or yield component responses to
ethephon, respectively.
fl No lodging occurred this season

Minnesota

Simmons

et al.,
(St. Pau1,

Ethephon
Source
_Rê!C, riBinq
9 ha-' ZGS
Bahry,1988
(Portage la Prairie, 1,20 45
Manitoba)
-480

Ethephon Effects on:@
Grain Spikes_ Kernel-_ Kernelyietd piantl plant:l weiqht

of ethephon effects on spring barley yield and yield components reported in studies from

Manit.oba and Minnesota.

ts
O

l1

to occur under conditions of adequate moisture availability
Bahry 1:-988);1984 in

Si¡mnons

(1986 in

et af. (L988)), whereas spikes -rea-1

tended not to be increased under drier conditions, often resulting in

a

net negative effect on grain yie1d.
2.4 Tillering in Cereals.
2.

4.L TiIIer Denography.

2.4.L.1 Ce¡ea1

Grovrt,h Stages and

TiIIer CharacLerization.

The Zadoks-Chang-Konzak decimal- code for the growth stages of

cereal-s (Zadoks et aL., l-9741, has become a widely used scal_e for the

description of cereal plant growth and development. Cereal growth

and

development is divided into ten stages (Table 2.41, starting from dry
seed to rípe, non-dormant seed. Each major stag'e is further subd.ivided

to al-Iow for a detail-ed description of growth.
Grass tillers

arise from axillary buds, in the

same way

as dicot

branches arise from axiLlary buds. The orderly and predictable pattern

of appearance o.f cereal plant til-lers is Lhe basis of a system of tiller
characterization developed by Klepper et

al-

. (1982) (nig . Z.I, .

Leaves

are numbered up from the base of the main stem, !, 2, 3, etc., and the
coreoptile is designated as leaf 0. First-order tilrers

(íe. those

arising from the main stem) are given the number of the l-eaf from
axiÌ they have developed. Leaves on till-ers are numbered with a
digit number, the first

digit the

same

as that of the til-ler

whose

two

on which

the leaf is found, and the second digit the actual- reaf number on the
till-er numbered up from the base of the tiller,'
are L0 (the prophyll), !!, 12, etc.
arising from a titler)

thus leaves on tiller

Second-order till-ers

1

(ie those

are given the two digit number of the tiller

l-eaf

from whose axil- they have developed. This characterization is easily

L2

Table 2.4. l{,ajor cereal- growth stages of Zadoks-Chang-Konzak decimal
code for the description of cereal growth (Zadoks et af., 1974).
Code

Stage

Stage Descríption

00-09

Germination

Dry seed, inbibition.
germination, to first leaf just
visible at coleoptile tip.

10-19

Seedling growth

Emergence

of main st.em leaves.

20-29

Tillering

Emerg'ence

of tillers.

30-39

Stem

elongation (Jointing)

Start of elongation, stem nod.es
detectable, to flag J-eaf
blade fu1Iy emerg'ed.
become

40-49

Booting

Flag leaf sheath extending,
infl-orescence swelling within
flag leaf sheath, to awns just
visibl-e.

50-59

Inflorescence emergence

First spikelet visible to
inflorescence full-y emerged.

60-69

Anthesis

Ànthesis progresses throughout
inflorescence.

70-79

Milk development

Early grain fi11ing.

80-89

Dough

90-99

Ripening

development

Late grain filling.
Mature grain .Loses moisture,
gtraw becomes brittle, seed may
become dormant, then lose
dormancy.

Fig. 2.1. Bar1ey plant demonsLrating tilIer
Klepper et

al-

. (1982) .

characterizat.ion system of

l3

LEAF 4
LEAF 5

TI LLER

3

LEAF 7

TI LLTR
LEAF

1

2

LEAF

TILLIR 2

TILLER

1

TILLER 10

O

L4

extended to third-order tillers

three digit

which al-so sometimes appear, by using

a

number.

2.&.L.2 Tlpical- Seasonal Tíllering Patt@rns.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates
senescencef and survival.

a tlpical pattern of til-ter

emergience,

Shoots plant-1r or area-1 rises to a

maxÍmum

(influenced by the factors described below) during Lhe til-lering phase.
The maximum number of shoots occurs at about the time the main stem

begins to elong'ate, wj-th stem elongation itsel-f being instrumental in

the suppression of emergence of further new tillers
Jewiss, !972\ .

Some

of the tillers

(AspinalI, !96a;

senesce. resulting in some final

number of shoots which bear some amount of g:rain. Tiller

bud elongation

and emergence sometimes resumes after heading (Aspinall, :-96I and

Jewiss,

]-91

2; Kirby, ]-96'7; Laude et aI., 1967; 1968; Thorne,

1963,.

1,962') ,

which appears to be enhanced by wet weather (Kirby, l-96i), and by

nitrogen availability

(Aspinall-, 1963; Thorne, Ig62'). Aspinall

observed that till-ers

which appeared after heading had greatly reduced.

first

leaf btades compared with early formed tillers,

(l-961)

frequently

elongated from nodes above the soil. and rapidly produced spikes

although with fewer kernels than spikes on early ti11ers.
Ethephon is normally applied to barley (or other cereal plants)

during the earÌy to late boot stage, and therefore, coul-d exert its
influence on final- shoot number (per prant or per unit area) at two
points in the tlpical pattern of tilIer

demography: d.uring the phase of

tirl-er senescence, by enhancing survival of t.il-lers which

woul-d

otherwise senesce,' or after spike emerg'ence, by enhancing- t.he gror¡¡t.h

and

survival of the late til-l-ers that appear after that time.

rt has been

suggested that ethephon enhances survival- of early tillers

(Bahry, 1988;

rig. 2.2. Tllpicat pattern of shoots plant-l

(or area-l) for spring tlpe

cereal- plants or poputations through a growj-ng season' with major
developmental- events indicated (after Gallagher et al.,

â1., 1,982; Thorne, 1962; Bremner, L969; Cannell. 1969a).

1976; Simmons et

r5

sEEDLB{Gå TLLERTNc

gr",-r,fl,å'ii.i1i,t-å

g

KERNEL DEVELOPþ€NT
AND MATI.NATION

TIME AFTER PLANT EMERGENCE
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Karpenstein and Scheffer, L984; Morena et aI.. 1988; Simmons et al.,

1988), although ethephon also promotes the appearance of late tillers

(HiIl et aI., 7982, Netherlands, L989).
A general paLtern of potential- tiller
emergence

cul-tivar:

appearance after main stem

is that given by Klepper et al. (1982) for a winter

wheat

0, tt 2t 00, 10, 01, 3, 20, II , 000, 02, 100, 2t, 4t

01-0, 30, 12, 200, 101, 110, 0000, 22, 31, 5.

Many

001,

of the second

and

third order til-lers appeared simul-taneousl-y. The sequence given is
generalized from growth chaniber and field studies,' a welL t.il-lered plant

in the field is likely to exhibit only the first

several tillers

given

ín the sequence, depending on growing conditions as outtined below.

The

sequence given by Ishag and Taha (197 4) for spring wheat is similar,

although the col-eoptile til-Ier

(T0) apparently did not appear

(therefore, its second and third order tillers
2,3r 10, 4,20,11,

also did not appear):

L,

5,30, 2t, 6, t2, 40r 31, 22. TilLer productionr

survívaI, and yield decline from first

formed to last (Cannel.l_, 1969a;

Ishag and Taha, 1-9'74; Labanauskas and Dung'an, l-956) . Kernels spike-1
and kernel weight also tend to decline from early to l-ater formed

til-fers

(Power and

Al-essi,

l-978)

. Tillers develop more rapidJ-y than the

main stem and successive til-lers moreso, resuJ-ting in a rel_atively
synchronous maturity of till-ers

and main stem (MacdowaIl, l_973).

Al-1 other factors being equal, cultivars of oats, wheat, and

barley differ in prod.uctíon

and.

survival- of tillers

(Benbelkacem

et aI.I

L974; Cannell, 1969a; Dewey and Albrechtsen, 1985; Kaukis and Reitz,
l-955; Kirby and Faris I t9'72; Simmons et

al_.

r

]-98Zl

. Semi-dwarf cereal

cul-tivars tend to produce more til-Iers than conventional height
cultivars

(Bl-ackman

et aI.¡ L9'78; Lupton et aL., I9'74; paquet/

l_968;

17

Spiertz and VandeHaar,

1978)

higher shoot mortality than
19821.

Some

. Generally, high tillering
1ow

tillering

genotlpes have

genotlT)es (Simmons et af.r

cultivars produce more tillers,

but fewer survive to

maturity compared wit.h other cultivars (Kirby and Faris, l-972\ .
Tillering capacity is a heritable trait
Donald, L9'19; Hadjichristodoulou, 1985)

(Benbelkacem

et a1., t974;

.

fncreased levels of nitrogen fertilizer

enhance tiller

production

and/or survival- (Cannell, l-969a; Fraser et aI., 1982; Garcia del Moral
et al., 1984,' Ishag and Taha, 7974). Ishag and Taha (]-974) found that
the addit.ion of nitrogen increased production of T1 and T2 and tiltering
efficiency (ratio of fertile

produced). Fraser et aI.

to totaf tilters

(1982) observed that T3 was most affected by nitrogen in terms of
enhanced production and survival, while Power and Al-essí (l-978) reported

that nitrogen reduced mortality of T2 and T3 in the l-atter part of
season when water was limíted.

Garcia del_ Moral- et al. (j-984) found

that increased nitrogen at seeding enhanced production and survival of
tillers,
af

but nitrogen topdressed midway through stem el-ongation d.id not

fect. the nurùter of shoots.
Increased temperatures over the range from 10 to 25oC reduced

tillering

(Friend, l-965); the coteoptile tiller

was most

affecLed, being

present on fewer plants g-rown aL 25 ox 26 than at 10oC (daytime)
(Cannel]-, l-969b; Frank and Bauer,

19821

. However, Campbel1

(1968) observed no differences in tillering

of wheat

and. Read

g'ror.¡n under 27 /T-,

21/13t and 27/ 15oc day/night temperature regimes.
Tillering of cerear pi-ants is reduced by increases in plant
density (cannell-, 1969a; casat et a1., 1986; Darwinkert lgjg,.Fraser et
âf., 1982; Kaukis and Reitz, 1955,. Kirby and Faris, L972; simmons et
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al., 1982\. Darwinkel (1978) found that for winter wheat, tillering
plant

r^ras

favoured by low density because til-l-ering continued over

longer period and a greater proport.ion of tillers
Reduced J-ight

per
a

produced ears.

intensityr as by shading, reduces till-er production

and survival (Campbell and Read, 1968; Fischer, t975; ,Jewiss, !972;

Ong

and l.Iarsha1l, 1979; Rickman et aI., 1985; Spiertz and E1len, I9j2).

while specific till-ers may be influenced to differing degrees (Cannel1,
1-969b), the overall seçFtence of till-er
(Rickman

development is not affected

et al., 1985).

Pl-ants g'rown under a low level of moisture stress exhíbíted more
and tarler til-lers

with thicker culms than prants grown under a high

level of moisture stress (Campbell and Read,

1968)

.

2.4.2 TiL].er Init,iat,ion and Grosrth.
Tillers develop from buds located in the angle formed by a leaf
sheath and a stem. Elongation of the prophyll, a coJ_eoptil-e-J-ike

modified leaf sheath, between the stem and the l-eaf sheath
emergence

of the tilÌer

is normal-Iy first

causes

at the leaf colJ-ar, the point at which a tiLter

visibLe.

williams and Langer (1975) performed some

anatomical studies of wheat til-Ier development and found that when they

plotted length ws. time for tj-li-er growth, for til-lers which emerged the
plot traced a discontinuous pattern, suggesting a critical

event in

till-er girowth. They concluded that the crítica1 event was the escape of
the tilfer

bud from the cavity between the stem and l-eaf sheath in which

the bud was l-ocated early in its development. Til-lers which did not
exhibit this discontinuous pattern of growth were unlikely to emerge
become an independent

unit.

and

Til-l-er buds which did not emerg'e continued,

to grow slowly at l-east until anthesis occurred. on the main stem. For

L9

exampl-e, they found that the T2 bud (T1 by Klepper et aI. (1982) system)

on plants treated with high líght and nitrogen exhibited a greater
outward thrust due to radial expansionr apparently needed to force

a

sufficient gap between leaf sheath and stem to a1low relatively
unrestricted. till-er growt.h; the T2 bud for pJ-ants treated with low

Iíght and nitrogen reached t.he

same

stage several days 1ater.

They

concluded that for the bud to escape and become an independent unit
woul-d depend on

the nutrítional factors and ptant growth substances

which g'overn timing of events, and suggested that those elements that

are essentíar for ceII division promote radiar growth of the bud

and

hence promote its escape before hardening of the adjacent teaf sheath

tissues.
Many

studies have shown that pJ-ant growth substances infl-uence

early bud growth' and the weight of evidence suggests that the relative
bal-ance of auxin and cytokinin at tirrer

bud.

sites is important.

shifting the balance of auxin and cytokinin in favour of cyt.okinin
promoted tiller

bud outg-rowth on oat stem segments, with the bal-ance

shifted by either inhibiting auxin transport or adding cytokinín
(Harrison and Kaufman, l-980; L984). For intact oat plants,

gravistimulation, decapitation, and inflorescence emergence, all of
which are thought to reduce auxin concentration at tiller

til-ler bud outgrowth (Harrison and Kaufman,
changes in free or bound

TÀ.A

1"980)

buds, promoted

. Al-so in oats, while

were not correlated with tiJ-ter bud

release. levels of zeatin-riboside were positively correlated with
till-er bud release (Harrison and Kaufman, 1983) . Zeatin-riboside

(an

active cytokinin) increased with decrease in zeatin-riboside-glucosid-e
(an inactive cytokinin metabol-ite) shifting the auxin-cytokinin bal-ance

20

in favour of cytokinin.

Auxin transport inhibitor or benzyl adenine

cytokinin) caused tiller

bud outgrovlth in a sorghum variety normally

exhibiting strong apical dominance, whereas auxin inhibited tiller

(a

bud

outgrowth in a variety with weak apical dominace, also providing
evidence for an auxin-cytokinin balance theory for regulation of tiller
bud growth (IsbeL] and Morgan, 1982).
Other plant growth substances may act as "modulators" of tifler
bud outgrowth promoted by a favourable balance of auxÍn.and cytokinin,

with abscisic acid inhibiting cytokinin índ.uced outgrowth (Harrison

and

Kaufman, l-980; i-984), and gibbererlic acid promoting cytokinin induced

outgrowth (Harríson and Kaufman, l_980; IsbeII and Morgan, L9g2)

.

Ethylene also operates in the outgrowth of t.íI1er buds. Ethephon
applicatj-on directly on axillary buds of decapitated påaseo 7us vulgaris

plants inhibited bud outgrowth, and ethyrene revel-s decreased in the
stem after decapitation (yeang and Hirlman, lgg2).

A decline in

ethylene evolution was correLated with bud outg'rowth in peas (B1ake et

al., l-983). rn oat stem segiments, ethyrene inhibited bud outgrowth,
apparently by inhibiting cytokinin transport to the bud and. by promotíng

cyLokinin catabolism at the bud (Harrison and Kaufman, l-994)

rn

contrast, ethylene inhibited transport of auxin to the bud, thus
promoting bud outgrowth. Others have also shown ethylene to be an auxin

transport inhibitor

(Burg et ar. r

l9'7

l; Beyer and Morgianr 19?1) .

Mechanical- perturbation of Pharbitjs njJ internodes stimulated

ethylene production in the internodes within 2 lnrs, with restrj-cted. main
shoot growth forJ-owing within 24 lnrs, and with lateral- bud outgrowth
for]-owing within 48 hrs, sugfgesting a cause and effect retationship
between the stem grrowth restriction

and the lateral bud release (prasad

2L

and Cline' l-985) .

Physical- restriction

of PhaseoJus vuLgaris internode

elongation caused elevaÈed ethylene leveLs ín shoots and promoted

bud

outgrowth (Hil-i-man and Yeang-, I91 9) . Possibly, reduced auxin transport

to axil-lary buds contributed to out.growth in these l-ast two examples.
Taken together, these results sugfgest that el-evated ethyl-ene level-s at

axillary buds are inhibitory to bud outgrowth, while elevated ethylene
level-s acropetal to axillary buds may promote bud outgrowth.
The importance of stem elongation in tiller

bud outgrowth in wheat

was demonstrated by Jewiss (19721, who found increased tillering

when

wheat plants were treaLed with chlormequat chloride (CCC), which

intribited stem elongation, and decreased tillering

when

plants

were

treated with gibberellic acid (GA3)r which promoted stem elongation.
Observat.ions of thís tlpe l-ed Johnston and ,leffcoat (1977 ) to argue for

an understanding of tiller

assimilate availabÍlity,

bud outgrowth based on nutrient and

although they themselves observed outgrowth to

be inhibited by auxin and enhanced by cytokinin.

They suggested. that

rapid shoot development diverted assimilate from buds, thus explaining
inhibition of bud g'rowth with the onset of stem elongation as observed
by Àspinall (1961) and Jewiss (1972). patrick (I972) showed that

elongating internodes formed major sinks for the leaves attached at
either node. Decreased export of 14c-assimirate from main stem to
tillers

at the onset of stem elongation has been observed for barley

(Lauer and Simmons, 1985)

-

with the further observation that after the inflorescence
the frag leaf became its primary assimil-ate suppJ-ier (patrick,

emerged,
L9''Ì2;

Wardlaw, 1965), Johnston and Jeffcoat (]-9"r,'l) suggest.ed that competition

for photosynthate between tiller

buds and the inflorescence and
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el-ongating stem was reduced when the inflorescence emerged, allowing

tiller

bud outgrowth. The effect of

CCC

and GA3 in promoting and

inhibiting bud outgrowth, respectively (Jewiss, !972'),
to enhanced or reduced assimilate availability
promoted stem elongation by

CCC

cou1d.

then be

with inhíbited

and GA3r respectively.

due

and

Johnston and

Jeffcoat's (1972) suggestions find support in the work of Aspinall
(L963) who found that the removal of devel-oping kernels from the

infloresence promoted tillering,
affect tillering.

white the application of auxin did not

Laude (1975) attributed the suppression of til]er

buds by young leaves to auxin produced by the young leaves. but the

suppression could al-so be rel-ated to the assimiLate reguirements of the
young leaves.

.fewiss (1972) argued against a theory of tiller

bud. growth

regulation based only on changes in assimiLate movement, having observed.
that the auxin inhibitor tri-iodobenzoic acid (TrBÀ) promoted

bud

outgrowth within a few hours, while changes in bud weight or

14C-

assimilate movement into buds did not appear until later.

Woodward and

MarshalL (1988) pointed out. that. TÌBA application had no obvious effect
on Stem etongation,' however, Jewiss (1972) observed changes in

assimilate

movement

14C-

with TIBÄ appJ-ication. lvoodward and Marshall

also argued against a nutritive theory expraining tirler

(l-988)

bud growth,

although they recognized that competition for assimil-ates would affect

the rate of bud growth. They attributed the bud outgrowth promoted by
ethephon to an inhibition

of auxin transport by ethylene, thereby

increasing the cytokinin to auxj-n ratio at till-er bud sites, which they
claimed appeared independent of any growth retard.ing effect on the main
shoot.
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Plant growth substance balances and assimitate availability
evidently both contribute to tí1Ier bud suppressíon or outgrowth,
although the exact mechanisms are unclear. It is cfear that t.il-l-ers
depend on the maín stem for assimilates for sustained growth, thus

competing wíth young leaves and the inflorescence on the main stem for

limited assímilate resources. À high percentage of 14c-assimitate from
the lower leaves of the main stem was incorporaÈed in tiller

ears of

wheat (Rawson and Hofstra, L969) . Removal of barley tillers

resulted in

main stems with more and heavier kernels (Chafai EI AlaouÍ et al_..

Kirby and Jones,

1977)

. Titl-er removal- in wheat also red to main

1"988;

stem

yield increases, primarily due to an increased number of kernels per
spikelet
Removar

(Kemp and

Whingwiri, l-980;

Marsha1l, 19?9).

of green leaves from barl-ey main stems decreased tirrer

weight (Aspinarl,

l-963)

stems promoted tiller

. Removal of younger leaves from wheat

bud outgrowth, derayed tifter

increased the number of tillers

dry
main

senescence,

surviving the heading sLage,

resul-ted j-n resumption of tillering

tillers

Mohamed and

and

after heading (Laude, j-9?5) I'tature

may (Lupton, 1966) or may not (Rawson and. Hofstra, l-969)

become

autotrophic.

2.4.3 Tilter Survival or

Senescence.

As discussed earlier,

to produce grain.

not all- cereal tillers

which emerge survive

Garcia del Moral et al. (1994) observed in winte¡

barley that til-Ìers which were l-ess t.han one third of the height of

t.he

main stem at the end of stem elongation faited to prod.uce ears. with
cl-ose correlation over years. nitrog'en treatments, and cultivars¡

implying an empirical critical

survival height.

a

1t,

Till-er senescence vrithout the production of an inflorescence
(Spiertz

been attributed to shading of young tillers

and.

has

El1en, tgj2)

,

and to shifts in partítioning of phot.oassimilates (Lauer and Simmons,

1985; Simmons and Lauer, l-986). The latter research indicated

a

14c-assimilate transl-ocation shift from til-l-ers to elongating internodes

of the main stem, which

seemed

to contribute to til-ter senescence.

Ong

and Marshall- (1979) proposed shading of young til-l-ers combíned $¡ith the

shift in photoassimilate translocation away from til-Iers to the
elongating maín stem as contributing to titler

senescence.

Recently, Lauer and simmons (1989) reported a red.uction in the

rate of Ìeaf appearance on non-surviving tillers
emerg'ence

3-4 weeks after crop

but before any appreciabl-e shading of tillers

concluded that lack of light did not trig,ger tilrer

took place.

and.

senescence. They

suggested that changes in light guality triggered tilrer

senescence,

citing the work of others whj-ch showed that increases in the ratio of
red t.o far-red light favoured tiller

product.ion and survival (casaI.

1988; casal- et a1., L986; Deregibus et a1., l-985), while increases in

far-red 1i9ht reduced production and enhanced aenescence of tÍ1lers
(Kasperbauer and Karlen,

1,986)

. The ratío of red. to far-red light

varies naturally with time of d.ay and. canopy density (CasaL et al.,
L986; Deregibus et al., L985; Kasperbauer and Karlen, l-996).
The competitj-on between tiÌters

and main stem kernel development

for assimilates (Aspinall, 1,963; chafai Er Araoui et ar., l_9gg;
Whingwiri, 1980; Kirby and Jones I |gjj;

Laude, ]-9]5;

Kemp and

Mohamed and.

Marshall, 19"79; Rawson and Hof stra, l-969) has led to the concl-usion that
tirl-ers which senesce without contributing to grain yierd
considered wasteful- of resources (Kirby and

Jones

I rg'l'7) .

shoul_d be
However,
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Lauer and Simmons (l-988) treated. barJ-ey tillers

that non-surviving tillers

wíth

14CO2

and found

translocated more assimilate to the main

shoot than surviving tillers.

Until 33-38 days after emergence the

stem al-so received substantial portions of tiller

main

photoassimílate,

mostly received by emerging main stem leaves, indicating that. nonsurviving tillers

are not completely unproductive.

2.5 G¡rnatocidal Propert,ies of Ethephon l.n Cereals.
Ethephon has been investigated for its potential- as a chemical

male sterilant
Hughes

in hybrid wheat (Fairey and stoskopf, l-9'75; Hughes. L9j5;

et al., 1978; Jan and Rowell, L98L; Rowell_ and Mi11er, l9jl;

L974), barley (Law and SÈoskopf, L973; Stoskopf and. Law, lgjZ),

tritica]e

(Ne1son, 1975; Sapra et al.,

197

and

4) breed.ing prog.rams. In

wheat, 500 ppm applied in pre-boot or boot stage resulted in

significantly

reduced seed seÈ, and L000-3000 ppm resulted i-n virtually

no seed set (Note - L000 ppm is equivalent to about 900 9 ha-1, about

four times the rate
and Miller,

L97L)

susceptibility,

recommended

. In the

same

in Manitoba for lodging control)

(RoweIl-

study, cul_tivars d.iffered in

with one requiring as little

as 100 and 250 ppm in pre-

boot and boot stagesf respectively, to significantry red.uce seed. set.
One

of the difficul-ties

encountered j-n the use of ethephon as

a

male steril-ant was its relatively precise timing requirements to achieve

ful-l- male sterility.

The use of a granurar form of ethephon required

less precision in time of appJ-ication, presumabry because uptake

and

release would be expected to occur over a ronger period of time than

with a foriar applied soLution (Fairey and stoskopf. 1975). Another
problem also arose in that, at the relatively

high rates of ethephon

required, head emergence was often incomplete (Hughes et al., 1,9i4; Law
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and Stoskopf, l-973)

Therefore, Hughes et al. (!974) recommended that

to induce ful-I male sterility
ears, l-000-2000

in wheat rdith ful-l-

ppm ethephon must

emerg'ence

of steril-ized

be applied before meiosis begins in

pollen mother cel-ls in basal fl-orets of the oldest spikelets.
Stoskopf and Law (\972) observed three t!æes of gametocidic
responses in wheat treated with ethephon: ai-l 3 anthers per floret

sterile with no po11en released,

1-

or 2 anthers sterile and remaining

anther retarded about. 7 days in pollen release, and all 3 anthers
retarded about 7 days in pollen release.
Bennett and Hughes (L972) described the effect of ethephon

on

pollen development. In normal- developmenÈ in wheat anthers after
meiosis, pollen g,rain mitosis

(PGM)

L results in a diffuse vegetative

nucleus (no further dívision), a generative nucleus which comes to Iíe
opposite the germination pore, and a vegetative nucLeus. rn
generative nucleus divides to produce trr¡o sperm nuclei.
appear after

PGM

poIlen grain by

pc'Ì'i.

2, the

Starch granules

1 and increase in size and number untíI they pack the

PGM

2; tLre starch granules persist until dehiscence. At

dehiscence, the porlen grain is tri-nucleate.

Anthers at or after

meiosis when treated with ethephon completed normal pollen development,
and anthers dehisced normalÌy and at the expected time.
days before meiosis, meiosis and

PGM

l- proceeded normal1y, but abnormal

development was apparent jusL before pGM 2:

degrade, and in

PGl{

If treated 1-5

starch giranules began to

2, both nucl-ei divided, but none formed

sperm

nuclei; further divisions resulted in as many as I nuclei.
Treatment of barley with ethephon at the poIlen mother ceII stage
frequentJ-y led to degeneration of the sporogfenous tissues, sometimes
aLso causing additional- mitot.ic divisions and the formation of abnormal
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ceII wall-s; treatment after meiosis often caused degeneration
collapse of the microspores (corhoun and steer,

1983)

and

. These authors

concluded that ethephon acted through a general disruption of activities

within the anther locule, rather than by specific actions on one or
processes. and that gametocidic activity

seemed

to

d.epend.

two

on upsetting

the growth regulator balance within t.he anther.
In barley spikes, florets in the mid-section are more

advanced

than in t.he basal section, and the apical section is least advanced with
respect to st.ate of differentiation

at a given time (Bonnett,

l-935)

.

with ethephon normally being applied sometime during the boot stag'e, it
woul-d seem

l-ikely that

some

florets in the basal- and apical regíons of

the devel-oping inflorescence would be at the sensitive pre-meiotíc
porren mother celI stage, and hence prone to maLe sterility
ethephon application.

This is then very likely to result in

kernel set, especiatly in a self-fertilized
although in cross-fertilized

due to the
red.uced

species such as barley,

species such as wheat, the effect may be

obscured (Brown and Earley, l_973).
p.

g grrnma¡y.
When

lodging is prevented by ethephon, kerneL weight.s

and

harvestabre yield may increase, and the ease of harvesting may also

be

enhanced. The application of ethephon to cereals confers lodging

resistance, but may al-so resul-t in positive or negative effects

on

spikes plant-1 (or area-l), kernel-s spiks-1, and kerne] weight, with net

negative, nul1, or positive effects on grain yield (section 2.3.2).
rt has been suggested that increases in spikes prant-1 with
ethephon application are due to prevented senescence of earl-y appearing

till-ers

(section 2.4.1.2).

However, given the recent observation of
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Lauer and Sirnrnons (l-989) that signs of senescence on non-surviving

tillers

were apparent as early as 3-4 weeks after crop emergence, it is

unlikely that ethephon application at the boot stage, when senescence is
already visually apparent, could prevent til-ler

least one report shows that tiller
(Cox and Otis, 1989) .

senescence. rndeed, at

senescence was promoted by ethephon

rt is most likeJ-y t.hat ethephon induced increases

in spikes pfant-1 are due to promoted appearance of tillers

after

heading. The relative contribution of such late-appearing tillers
yield is

to

unknown.

Ethephon exerts its influence on plant growth by releasing

ethylene in plant cells.

Ethylene is known to inhibit basipetal

transport of auxin. possibly attering the balance of cytokinin and auxin
at tiller

bud sites; this has been suggested as a reason for the

promoted growth and emergence of til-l-er buds in cereaL plants treated

with ethephon (section 2.4-2).

Changes

in assimilate partitioning with

stem el-ongation have al-so been impJ-icated in the promoted growth of

til-l-er buds, which results from enhanced assimilat.e avail-abil-ity to
til-l-er buds. The precise mechanisms by which ethephon promotes tiller
bud growth are not crear, but may involve changes in both prant growth
substance balances and assimilate partitioning.
Gametocidal properties of ethephon are well known, and likely

contribut.e to the red.uctions in kernels spike-l often observed in cerealcrops treated with et.hephon. Factors determinj-ng the degree to which
these properties affect kernels spiks-1 and yield in barley treated with
ethephon are not known.
The reasons for reductions in kerner weight associated with
etLrephon

application are unknown. Given Lhat ethephon,s dj-rect effect
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on pl-ant. metabolism by elevating et.hylene l-evels is retatively

short

lived (section 2.1, , application of ethephon to cereals at the boot
stage is unlikely to exert a d.irect influence on kernel filling.
However, the effects of ethephon on promotion of late til-l-er emerg'ence

(section 2.3.2) may contribute to explaining reductions in kernel
weight. Firstr Late formed til-l-ers tend to have reduced kerneJ- weight
compared

with the maín stem and earfy formed tillers

(Cannell, l-969a),

probably due to the faster rate of development of the former (Macdowal1,

L973). Second, the observation that removal of barley til-lers resulted
in a main stem with more and heavier kernels (Kírby and ,Jones , Ig7'l ;
chafai El- Alaoui et al., 1988). suggests thaL the competition
tiIlers

between

and main stem kernel devetopment for assimil_ates may also

contribute to the observed reductions in kernel weight with ethephon
applicaÈion where tillering

has been promoted.
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.

3"Íå,TERIAJ,S AÀTD &4ETHODS.

3.1 Cu1tural Pract.ices.
Barley was seeded at the fiel-d research site at the University of
Manitoba's Fort Garry Campus (!üinnipeg, ¡'lB) on l4ay 9, tg}7, May 13,
1988' and May 12, L989. The soil tlpe was Riverdare clay (molric

cryofluvent), and the fields used each year were in bl-ack

summer

fallow

in the previous season.
A 2 m Noble hoe-t11pe seed drill

(Noble EguÍpment co., Nobleford,

Al-berta) with a row spacing of 0.2 m was used, adapted for plot work
wit.h a cone spreader. The prot area was 2 m wide by 9 m in length,

later cut back Lo 7-7.5 m to provide pathways between blocks.

.¡r space

of 0.5 m was left between plots to allow for working area,
Fertilizer

was applied with the seed to supplement soil l-evels

according to soil test results taken ín the last week of April in each

year (Tab1e 3.1).

On May

22, tgïjt

MCpÀ

herbicide (2-methyl-4-

chlorophenoxyacetic acid) at 625 g ha-1 was applied as an overall spray

to control- broadleaf weeds. Additional weed control_ in l_9g7, and all
weed control-

in l-988 and 1989f was performed by hand-hoeing-

as

necessary.

3.2 Yield and Yield Conponent Studies.
3

.2

.I E>q>erirne¡t.a} Desigm.
The experiment was set up as a factorial

blocks with four reprications,

Argyle and

samson chosen on

The first

in randomized. complete

factor was cultivar,

wj_th

the basis of their apparent different

responses to ethephon in prior studies (Bahry, 19gg), where the yietd of

Àrgyle tended to increase and the yield of

with ethephon application.

Samson

tended to decrease

The second factor was plant density, with
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Table 3.1. Soil fertility
as indicated by soil- test. resul-ts
as banded with the seed at the time of seeding.
Year

and

Nutrient
Test/Added

kg h¿-1

l-987
1988
1-989

rest Result@
Banded

9124

3l_
37

819

Test Resu1t
Banded

84
l-8

49
39

855
l_5

33

Test Result
Banded

l'79
l-8

49
l-8

828
7

'72

56

l-5

9

5

I test result.s given in terms of NO3-N and SO4-S in top 60 cm, p
(bicarbonate test) and K (ammoníum acetate exchangeable) in top 15
cm-

JL

plots being

overseed.ed.

then thinned to either 300 or 100 plant s m-2;

thinning to the desired densities was perf ormed on a tr"¡o row by 2.5

m

(1 m2) "observation area" and t.he two adjacent rows. The thírd factor
was ethephon [ (2-chloroethyl)phosphonic acid] (Rhone-Poulenc, Research

Triangle Park, North Carolina) treatment, in which ethephon was either
not applied, applied at Zadoks growth stage 35 (mid-stem
elongation) (except in 1989), or applied at Zadoks growth stage 45 (mid-

boot stage) . The ethephon was applied at a rate of 240 g ha-1 in
approximately

1-00

1

H2O

ha-1 using a portable

CO2

pressurized sprayer

(4-nozzle boom covering 2 m).
3

.2.2 Observat,ions Made.

3.2.2.1 Ti].Ier Energence and Senescence.
After the barley emergred, ten plants were

randomJ-y

selected within

the 1 m2 observation area of each pIot, for observation of tillering
patterns through the growing, season. At intervals of two to ereven
days, depending on how rapídly tillers

ri'ere emerging. til-lers

emerged

from their subtending leaf sheaths were labelled with colour-coded. wire

Ioops, and the date of emergence was recorded. In cases where a tiller
was emerged but not yet large enough on which to pl-ace a wire loop, the

date was recorded and the wire loop was placed on the til-fer at a later

date. The colour-codÍng of wire loops conformed to the ti1ler
characterization system of Ktepper et al. (1982).
senesced, the date when senescence was first

When

a til-Ier

observed was recorded,.

senescence of the youngest leaf on a tiLrer was taken as a sign of

til-l-er

senescence

-
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(ie. t, 10, 2, 3, etc.) and the total number of

Individual- tillers

l-ive shoots (main stem and tillers)

per ten plant sample were counted

for each observation day.
3.2.2.2 f,odgring and Head Count,s.
V{hen

lodging occurred, the degree of lodging was periodically

characterized

for each pLoL using the Betgian Lodging- fndex:

Lodginglndex=SxIx0.2
S : area lodged (1 = none, to 9 : total)

r = lodging intensity (1 = upright, to 5 = flat)
(Op1inger et al.,

the nuniber of

1985, as cit.ed by Wiersma et al-., l-986) . A count. of

head.s

per

m2

*.s taken prior Èo harvest, using the 1 m2

observation area chosen for titler

emergence observation and yieId.

component assessment.

3.2.2.3 TiIIer Bud Development.
In 1988 and 1989, ten pl-ants were sampled for each cultivar

and

pJ-ant density combination at Zadoks GS 45. These plants were dissected,

and the locations (according to the tilter

used) of each emerged tiller

characterization system being

and each non-emerg'ed til_ler bud were

recorded.
3

-2.2.4 Floret Sterility.
Tn 1988 and L989' 8-10 main stem heads were sampled from ethephon

treated. and untreated plots for each cuttivar at 300 prants sr2, at
approximatel-y three weeks after ethephon apprication.

The number of

deveroping kerne]-s at each rachis node was recorded, as werl- as the
number

of fl-orets which aborted prior to fertil-ization.
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3.2.2.5 YíeId Coryonent æ".""vtrotta.
V'Ihen

plants matured. each grain bearing shoot from each of the ten

plants under observation for tilter

emerg'ence was

individually

harvested. Each spike was individually threshed using a single

head

thresher/cl-eaner. An additional sample of forty consecutíve plants

was

harvested from the l- m2 observation area in l-987 and 1988, and each

spike from t.hese samples was al-so individually threshed.
Yiel-d component. assessment consisted of documenting kernels

spiks-1, total grain dry weight for each g.rain bearing spj-ke, and spikes
PLant-1. Grain dry weights were recorded. after the grain was dried at
130oC

for 2l- hours (ASAE' 1987). Average singJ-e kernel weight for

each

spike was cal-culated from kernels spike-1 and total grain dry weight.
The remainder of the barl-ey grain in the 1 m2 observation area

was

harvested. threshed. dried, and weighed. The weight obtained was added.

to the total grain weight in the ten and forty plant sampres to g-ive a
bulk yield per l- m2 observation area. rn

1"988

and l-989, the centre six

rows of each plot was harvested using a smal-l plot combíne. to provide
combine harvested yield estimat.e after correction for moisture content

(determined for a subsample dried as above).
3

.2.2. 6 Fleather Data.
Growing season rainfal-l data were col-lected within 0.5 km of the

experiment site each year. Daily maximum and minimum temperatures

arso recorded within 0.5 km of the site in 1988 and.19g9; in 19g7,
temperature data were obtained from Environment canada at vÌinnipeg

International Airport, approximately

l_0 km

distant.

were

a

J)

3.2.3 StatísÈícal Technig¡es.
Analysis of variance
Institute,

1,982)

ag'ainst a similar

hras

performed using SAS procedures

(SAS

or a spreadsheet template which had been checked
SAS

analysis for accuracy. Orthogonal comparisons

were performed where appropriate. Differences with p(0.05 were

considered meaningfuÌ, and least significant differences (P=0.05) were
used as the basis of comparision between treatments.
Simple correlation analysee were performed to determine the

strength of relationships between yieJ-d components, bulk yieÌd,

and

lodging indices.

3.3 .toaoZ Partitioning

Studíes.

3.3.1 Erperiæntal. Design.
ArgyJ-e

barley

eras sown

in plots as above on May t2, t989, at

a

rate giving a plant stand of 300 prant.s m2. This high density was used
to obtain plants which were relatively simple morphologically,
consisting of only a main stem. one or two dead tillers.
non-emerg'ed

and. one

til-l-er buds at the time of ethephon application.

the plots, randomly selected, received ethephon at Zadoks

or

two

Hal-f of

GS 45

at

a

rate egival-ent Eo 240 g ha-1. At 31 10, and 21 days after ethephon
application, 6-8 plants were selected from an ethephon treated plot

and

from an untreated plot for labelling with 14co2. selection was made

on

the basis of uniformity with respect to the degree of stem elong-ation,
number

of feaves, and number of senesced tilrers;

after et.hephon application, sel-ection criteria
of l-ate-emerged tillers

on days 10 and

also included. the

21

absence

on untreated plants, and the presence of

similarly developed late-emerged tillers

on ethephon treated prants.
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3.3.2 .tu"o, tabetling

Proced,ures.

'na), was gienerated. by the addition of excess lactic acid. to
ea14CO3 (DuPont Canad.a, Ì,lississauge, ontario) in a manometer. The
manometer consisted

of two fl-asks joined by a tube t.hrough rubber

stoppers in each fl-ask. Each fl-ask contained acid sotution (to minimize

dissotution of CO2l, and the sofution was continuous through the tube
joining the fl-asks. A small vial containing the

hung in the

Ba14CO3 was

mouth of one flask and sealed in by the rubber stopper containing the

tube and a septum for injecting acid. Acid was injected into the vial
containing
'4COZ

ea14CO3

using a syringe inserted through the septum.

As

was evolved, the expansion of gas forced acid sol-ution through the

tube into the second flask, hence tn" 14co2 was contained. in the first
flask.

The amount of gas contained in the flask, consisting of some air

present before evolution ot 74co2

and.

the evolved. t4"o2. was such that

1 ml- i^¡ithdrawn through the septum with a syringe contained approximately
370 to 550 kBq of activity.

on a given day. just enough

14CO2 was

evol-ved for use on that day.
The flag and penultimate leaf bl-ades of a plant to be treated with
]-Acoz were enclosed

in sma1l polyethylene bags with a septum at one end

and seal-ed to the base of the leaf blade at the other end using a
amount of Terostat putty (Teroson, Heidleberg, West Germany) .

smal-l-

Using

syringe inserted through the septum, 0.5 ml of the gas containing

a

,n"OZ

was injected into each bag. The syrínge was plunged several times to

ensure mixing of 14co2 t.hrouqhout the bag. Each bag was left in place

for 30 min' during which it was manually light.l-y shaken several- times to
ensure mixing of the g,as in the bag. Gas remaining in the bag after
30 mín was removed using a J-arge syrinqe and bubbl-ed through

NaOH

to
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trap the remaining tn"Or, and the bag

and.

putty was removed. from the

1eaf.

3.3.3 Harvest, Díeaection, and Count.ing Procedures.
Twenty-four hours after treatment with 14CO2. plants (above-ground

portion only) were taken from the fieldf senesced leaves and till-ers
were removed, and the remaining g'reen portions were separated into the

following parts: the treated leaf bl-ades and sheaths, all other leaves,
the inflorescence, the peduncle and penultimate internodes incl-uding the
penultimate leaf node, the basat group of nodes,/internodes to which

till-ers or til-l-er buds were attached, the remainíng nod.es,/internod.es,
any tiller

buds which were present, and any till-ers which were present.

The parts were dried at 90oC for 24 hours, cooled and stored in

desiccators. weighed, then chopped finely.
Two subsamples weighing approximatery 50-1000 mg were taken from

the chopped material for each large plant parÈ, depending on the
anticipated activity.

The subsamples, or at1 material from small plant

partsf were oxidized using a biological- oxidizer
Packard., Missíssaug-a, Ontario)

(ModeJ-

B-306, Canberra

tn"OZ was trapped in a scintill_ation

cocktail- containing Carbasorb CO2 trapping agent (Canberra packard,
Mississaug,a. Ontario) | PCS scintillant

(Amersham,

and xyrene (canlab, wj-nnipeg, Manitoba) .

usíng a liquid scintill-ation

OakvilIe, Ontario).

Rad.ioactivity was counted

counter (Model LS-1701r

fnstruments, Fullerton, California),

Beckman
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3

.3.4 StaËist,ícal Techniques

.

Data (dry weight and relative

amount

of radioactívity for

each

plant part) were subjected Èo SAS analysis of variance procedures
Institute,

1982)

(SAS

. Differences with p<0.05 were considered meaningful.
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4

. YIEÍ,D

COMPONE}flIS .åIqD NET GRATN YTET,Ð TN BåRLEY TRE.A,TED WTSH EÍHEPHON.

4.1 Abet,ract,.
Ethephon effectively

reducee lodging in barley, but may also have

positive or negative influences on grain yield and yield components

even

if lodging does not occur. The objective of this study was to
investigate the effects of ethephon on yield and yieJ-d components of
barley under western Canadian conditions.
Argyle and

Samson

In 1987, l-988, and 1989,

barley were grov¡n at 100 and 300 plants m-2

and

treated with ethephon at Zadoks g'rowth stage 35 or 45. At harvest,
grain yield samples were taken by hand or by conibine, and yield
components were determined from a sampling of ptants from each p1ot.
When

lodging occurred, Belgian todgingr indices were determined.

Hand

harvested g,rain yields were either unaffected or reduced by ethephon,

but combine harvested yield tended to be increased by ethephon in
when

lodging was severe in untreated plots.

l-989

Reductions in grain yield

vùith ethephon treatment, were rel-at.ed. to reductions in kernets spike-1

which occurred in all three years for barl-ey grown at both plant

densities.

Ethephon increased spikes plant-1 for barley grown at both

100 and 300 plant" *-2 in i-987, which at the

J-ow

plant density

compensated for reduct.ions in kernets spike-1 and kernel- weight. Barley

in ethephon treated pJ-ots tended to be delayed in maturity compared with
untreated plots.

The potential for ethephon to cause yield red.uctions

restricts the use of ethephon in western Canad.a to situations where the
risk of severe lodging is hiqh.
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4.2 IntroducLíon.
Ethephon applied to barley effectively

reduces plant. height and

lodging. Grain yield has been reported to increase when ethephon
prevented lodging (Dahnous et al.,

has

1982; Simmons et al_., l_988), but

positive and negative grain yield responses to ethephon have been
reported even when no J-odging had occurred in comparabre untreated

barley (Bahry, 1988; Caldwell et al-., 1988; Danhous et al.,
Simmons

1,982;

et aI., l-988) .

Cereal g'rain yield can be thought of as the product of several
components, namely, the average number of spikes per unit area/ the

average number of kernels per spike, and the average weight of

individual kernel-s. The net effect of ethephon on grain yierd then
depends on the baLance of posítíve, null, or negative responses of

individual yield components to ethephon. spikes area-1 is reported to
increase or be unaffected by ethephon application to barrey (Bahry.
l-988; Entz, 1988; simrnons et ar. , 1988) . KerneJ-s spike-1- is decreased

(Bahry, l-988; Simmons et al-., l_988) or unaffected (Bahry, l-988;

F.nLz,

l-988; Simmons et al.. 1988) by ethephon, and kernet weight is íncreased.
(Simmons

or

unaf

et al.f l-988), decreased (Bahry, 1988;

Simmons

fected (Bahry, 1988,' F'nLz, 1988; simmons et al-..

commonly reported responses

et aI.,
l-9gg)

are increases in spikes atea-1,

l_9gg),

. The most

and

decreases in kernels spikç-1 and kernel weight.

Yierd increases when ethephon prevented rodging of cereal- crops
have been att.ributed to íncreased kernel- weight and/or increased

harvestability due to the prevention of tod.ging (Brown
Cox and Otis, 1989; Dahnous et aI., 1982; Foy and witt,

and. EarJ-ey,

r9j3;

l9ï'l; HilI et

dr.,7982; simmons eL al., 1988; wiersma eL al., L986). yiel-d increases

4L

with ethephon application in the absence of lodgíng have been attributed
to increased spikes area-1 (Bahry. 1988; Hill et al., 1-9821. yield
decreases with ethephon application have been attributed to reduced

kernels spike-l (or panicle-l) and/or reduced kernel weight (Bahry,
1988; Brown and Earley, I973; wunsche, 1977).

Factors which have been observed to influence the tlpe and
magnitude of yield component responses to ethephon ínclude cultivar

differences (Bahry, 1988; Dahnous et aI., 1982; EnLz,1988;

Simmons et

â1., l-988), ethephon application rate (Bahry, 1988; Dahnous et al-.,
1982; E,ntzr 1988; Simmons et al., 1988), crop growth stage at time of
ethephon application (Brown and Earley, !973; Caldwel1 et al.,

19BB),

and environment (Entz, L988; Simmons et al-., 19gg). Evid.ence presented.

by Bahry (1988) and Simmons et aI. (1988) suggest.s that moisture

availabitity

during the growing season infl-uences the response of spikes

.tea-1 to ethephon application:

increases in spikes

which could
^r".-1
compensate for reductions in kernel spike-1 and/or kerne] weight tended

to occur under conditions of greater growing' season rainfall,

whereas

spikes atea-l tended not to be increased under drier cond.itions. often

result.ing in a net negative effect on grain yield.
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of

ethephon application on net grain yield and on yield components under
Manitoba conditions, with a view to more det.ailed examinations of

specific yieJ-d component effects to be reported in subsequent chapt.ers.

4¿

4.3 Materiafs and

MethodE.

Details of cultural practices and experimental design are given in
chapter three.

When

lodgíng occurred, Belgian lodgíng indices (BLI)

were determined. For yield component assesament at harvest, 40 plants

in 1987 and 1988, and 10 plants in l-989 were sampled from the plot areas
which

had. been

thinned to the desired. plant densities.

Spikes pfant-1

was determined for each of these plants, then each spike was threshed

using a single head thresher,' the kernels from each spike iì7ere counted
by hand then dried at 130oC for

21"

hours (ASAE, 1987), grain weight

-1 was determined, and kernel weighÈ was calculated.
spike-r

BuIk yield

estimates were determined from hand harvests of a 1 *2 -rea in all three
seasons, and al-so from combine harvests of the center six rows of each

plot in i-988 and 1989. In each case, the grain wag cleaned and dried,
then weighed.
From

the late grain filling

random harvests

of 10 spikes were

stage until harvest in 1989, periodic
made from each

cultivar, ptant

density, and ethephon treatment combination to monitor spike moísture
content as a measure of reLative maturity.

Awns and

the peduncle were

trimmed off, then each spike was weighed, dried, and reweighed, and

moisture was calculated in g kg-1.

Analysis of variance was performed for each data set.

Differences

were considered meaningful if P<0.05. Símple correl-ation analyses were

performed for control and ethephon treatment data combined. to give

an

indication of the effect of ethephon on the strength of relationships
between the various yield, yield component., and rodging observat.ions
made.
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4.4 Resu]-ts.
Despite earlier evidence of differential

responses between the two

cul-tivars (Bahry, L988; En|uz, 1988), the two cult.ivars responded
similarJ-y to ethephon applications in all three years of this study.
Cases where

cuLtivar by ethephon treatment interactions were sig'nificant

are noted in the text,' otherwise/ data presented are means over the
cul-tivars.

Separate analyses of data for the two plant densities

two

was

often necessary because error variances were heterogeneous and/or
because the plant density by ethephon treatment interactions were

significant,' therefore, for consistency of presentation, data from

each

pJ-ant density were analyzed separately.
Hand harvested

grain yields were not increased by the application

of ethephon, either being unaffected or reduced (Table 4.1).

For barley

grown at l-00 plants m-2, yield plant-l r.¡as not affected. by ethephon

application in

198'7

| but strong tendencies toward yield reductions

were

evident. in l-988 and 1989 (p:0.07 and 0.06, respectively) . yiel-d

reductions due to ethephon application vrere conÌmon for yields calcutated
from hand harvested L m2 sampres, with the row plant d.ensity in l-98?

the high plant density in 1989 being the exceptions. For barrey

and

g'rown

at 300 plants *-2 ir, 1988, the cuttivar by ethephon treatment
interaction was significant

(P<0.05) for hand harvested samples because

untreated Argyle yielded more than untreated Samson (453 and 42I g m-2,

respectively).

In 1-989, for barley grown at both densities,

harvested. grain yield appeared. to be slightly

combine

increased (NS) by the

application of ethephon. despite the reductions evident in the

hand

harvested sampres. rn general, apptication of ethephon to bartey at

GS

44

Tabfe 4.1. Grain yield estimates for barley g'ror¡rn in the 1987, 1988,
L989 seasons at two plant densities and with various ethephon
treatments.
Individual- Pl-ant

Ethephon

Treatment

Sample@
.
-1
g plant-¿

Hand Harvested

Bulk SampleÇ)
-)
g m-.

and

Combine Harvested

BuIk SampLeY
-1
kg h¿-r

t-987

-)

J.UU |JIANTS M '

Control

3.41

GS 35
GS 45

.49
3. r.0

Õ

377
375
348

3

300 P1ants m-2

Control
Lrò

JJ

GS 45

t.62
t .47
r.32

531

a

4'17 ab
443 b
1988

100 Plants

Control
GS 35
GS 45

_)
300 Pl-ants m¿
ControlGS 35
GS 45

3.37 a
3.08 ab
2-99 b

Control

300 Pl-ants *-2
Control
GS 45

3

650

3

410

5¿9

3230

1.
1. 16

437 a

3800

1aa

l_. 1-2

383 b

37 60
36r_0

557 a
476 b

5020
5280

.92

50r_

5r_50

r_.86

482

5420

b

1989

100 Plants m-2
GS 45

3s9 a
aaa ab

6.29
5.39

1,

I Yiel-d va.lues given are means based on 40 plants selected for yield.
component analysis in l-987 and 1988, and on 10 plant.s selected for
tillering observations and yield component anal-ysis in l_989.
c¿ yietd values given are based. on hand. harvest of l- m2 in each prot..
Y Yiel-d val-ues given are based on combine harvests of centre 6 rows of
each plot.
Õ Yie1ds are given at 0 g kg-1 moisture content. Means within a col-umn
of treatments ín a particular year and at a particular plant density are
significantly different if forrowed by different letters, based on
LSD

(0.05)

.
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35 had an effect on grain yield that was intermediate to untreated

barley and barley treated at

GS 45.

Barley plants girov¡n at 100 plants

^-2

in 1989 had more spikes than

those gror¡rn at the same density in l-988, which in turn had more spikes
than those in l-987 (Table 4.2).

Ethephon treatment.s to barley at both

plant densities in L987 increased. the number of spikes plan¡-l.

rn

1989, a similar trend was observed for both spikes *-2 and spikes

plant-l,

although the increase approached significance (P:0.06) only for

spikes m-2 at the fow plant density.
Et,hephon

application caused reductions in kernels spike-1 in all-

three years (Table 4.2') . Plants not treated with ethephon had

more

-1
kernels spike-r
in l-987 and 1989 than in L988, but the reductions

caused

by ethephon $¡ere gireater in those years than in 1988. Ethephon applied

at

GS 45 caused

at

GS

a greater reduction in kernels spike-1 than application

35. Kernel weights were l-ower for barJ-ey treated with ethephon at

both plant densities in L987, while in 1988 and 1989. kernel- weig'ht was

not influenced by ethephon appJ-ication.
Belgian lodging indices (BLI) were variable in 1987 (coefficients

of variation ) l-00); thereforet BLIr s for barley treated with ethephon
did not differ significantry from t.hose for untreaLed barfey (Tabre
4.21

- In g'eneral, however, lodging was reduced by et.hephon, barley

grown at 300 plants *-2 l-odged to a greater extent than barl-ey grown at
100 plants m-2, and Argyle barley lodged to a greaLer extent than

Samson. In 1989, lodging in ethephon treated plots of both plant

densities was c1earJ-y reduced compared to untreated plots.

BLf, s for

Argyle barley were consistently higher than those for Samson. although
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Table 4.2. Spike density, kernels spike-l, kernel weight, and. Belgian
Lodging Index for barley grovrn in the 1987, 1988, and 1989 seasons at
two pl-ant densities and with various ethephon treatments.
Ethephon

Spike

Spike

Kernel

Kernel-

-1'
p_Lant.

spake-1'

mg

2.6
3-4
3.8

LrS JJ

GS 45

300 Plants m-2
Control-

aO

46 .7 a

28 .8 a

}\

b

40.5 b
35.1

25.5 b
23.7 b

.3 a
r_.6 b
1".7 b

a't ? a
33.8 b
29.9 b

29.7
26.8

r.

cs

35
GS 45

Control

304

35
GS 45

320
3]-2

GS 35
GS 45

27 .0

a
h
1^

0.6
0.2
0.3

2.1

t.7

2.6
0.2
1.9

¿.u
0.8

0-2
0.2

l_988

100 Plants *-2

300 Plants m-2
Control-

ioh
1987

100 Plants *-2
Control-

cs

Belgian
Lodqinq IndexO

382 a
390 a
365 b

3.1
3.2
3.1
1-.2
r_.3

L.2

40 .4 a

26.8

36.7 b
35.4 b

27 .5

37 .7 a

31.4 b
32.7 b

¿6.

t

27 -2
27 .7
28 .4

1989

100 Pl-ants m-2

Control

34]-

3.9

êq

388

¿?

50.2 a
37.2b

33.6

0.2

Control ^-2

JJb

GS 45

3'7 4

r-.3
t_ .5

44.1
38.4

32.3
31.9

1.9 a
0.2 b

¿q

3r_.9

1.5

a

b

3.9
0.2

b

4.5

a

a

300 Plants

a

b

1".2 b

@ nel-gian lodging indices given for barley during late grain filling
period (JuIy 16 and 24 in l-987 and 1989, respectively) and just prior to
harvest (Aug. 4 in both 1987 and t-989) .
C) Means within a col-umn of treatments in a particular year and at a
particular prant density are significantry d.ifferent if fotrowed by
different letters, based on LSD(0.05).
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the cul-tivar by ethephon treatment interactions were not. signifj-cant.
No lodgingt occurred in 1988.

Using spike moisture content (awns and peduncle clipped off) as

indicator of rel-ative maturity, barrey treated with ethephon in
matured l-ater than untreated barley (Fig. 4.1).

densities also tended to differ significantly

an

1-9g9

CuLtivars and plant

from one another in spike

moisture content,' however, interactions between ethephon treatment

and

cultivar or plant density were not evident, with the exception of
ethephon by plant. density interactions on 26 and,29 days after ethephon

application (P:0.03 and 0.02, respectively).

These interactions arose

because the differences in spike moisture content between treated and

untreated barley were greater for barì-ey g'rown at the 1ow plant density
than at the high plant density.

A simitar pattern was evident for later

samplings, al-though in no other cases was the interaction statistically

significant.
For barley g'rown at both 100 and 300 plants *-2 in L9g7, spikes

Pfant-1 was negatively correlated with kernels spike-1 (Table 4.3),- this
relationship was attributabre to the opposite effects of ethephon

on

each of Lhese components, with spikes plant-1 beirrg increased. and
-1 being decreased. Similar1y.
kernel-s spike-r
the positive correlation

between kernels spike-1 and kernel weight. for barley grown at.

l-00

plants *-2 t." attributabLe to the positive effects of ethephon on each
component. The positive correlations between kernel-s spike-1 and yield

for barley at 300 plants m-2 rere indícative of the negative effect of
ethephon on each. The negative relationship between spikes plant-1 and

kernel weight at both densities was partry attributabl-e to opposite
effects of ethephon on each component; however, í,or barley grov¡n at ¡he

rig. 4.1. Decline of spike moisture content during late grain fillíng
to maturation period for ethephon treated and untreated bartey grown in
1989.

Note: Ethephon was applied at Zadoks GS 45, which occurred on June 29.
Each point is a mean of moisture contents for 40 individuar spikes.
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d
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0

20

25

30

35

40
DAYS AFTER ETHEPHON APPLICATION (dae)

Simple

made

.53,r*

0.13
0 .37
0.30

.07
0.07
0.19

0.24
0 .33
0 - t-4

-0.22
0.07

16
24
4

-0.1-3

0.23

0.69**
0.67**

-0.63**
-0.11
-0.L2

-0.63*r.

0

-32

0

0.28

0.52**

spike:-L

KerneLs

0.57**
0.52**

-0.83**

_0

Spikes
plantl
Yiel-d

plantle

0.00
-0.04
-0-2L

.31

0.35

0

300 plants

.26
0.39
0.38

-0.03
-0.r_1
-0 .29

.19
0.15
0.06
0

0. gg**

rn=Z

0

0.95**

-0.20

-0.2r

100 Pfants rn:Z

Kernel
weiqht

+

f

** Simple correl-ation coefficient significant at. p:0.05
a Yiel-d estimate based on sample of 40 plants.
o Yield estimat.e based on hand harvest of 1 m2.

Aug

J:uI

JuI

Lodging Indices

Yield plant-16
Yield *-2C)

Kerne1 weight

Kernels spiks-1

4

24

Aug

JuL

YieId plant-1@
Yield
^-2{,
Iodging
Indices
Jul l-6

.-1.
Kernets
spal(e
Kernel weight

Variables

observations

and

0

0

4**

0.54**

0.67**

47x

'7

0.88**

0.86*'k

0.01, respectively.

11
1l05

0

0

0

0.34

Lodqinq Indices
.lu1 24

.lul 16

0.41*

0.28

m:4e

Yield

correfation coefficients for various yield and yield componenL
in the 1-987 growing season for barl-ey grown at two planting densities,.
analysis performed for cont.rol and ethephon treatment. data combined.

Tab1e 4.3.
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Iow plant density such a relationship was also evident when the analysis
was performed separately

for each ethephon treatment (r:-0.70 and -0.88

for control and ethephon at

GS 45

treatmentsr respectively), indicating

a more general relationship between these two yield components,
regardless of ethephon treatment. Spikes plant-l for barl-ey at

L00

plants m-2 ras positively correlated with yietd plant-1; a pfot of the
data revealed that the correlation coul-d be attributed to non-

significant cultivar differencesf wíth

Samson

having slightly

more

spikes plant-1 and greater yield plant-1 than ArgyJ-e.
Negative correlations between spikes plant-1 and/or m-2 and kernel

weight at either plant density in L988 (Table 4.4) suggest a general

inverse relationship between these components. since ethephon affected
neither.

The positive rel-ationships between spikes plant-l

or m-2

and.

the hand-harvested yield estimates for barl-ey grown at the 1ow d-ensity,
and betr^¡een spikes plant-l and yíeld ptant-1 at the high densíty were

found to be at.tributabi-e to the slightly but non-significantry higher

spikes and yield prant-l of samson. and to a general trend towards
increased yield with increased spikes p.Iant-1. The positive

correlations between kernel-s spiks-1

and.

the various yield estimates at

both pÌant densities courd be attributed to the negative effect of
ethephon on both kernels spike-l and net grain yield.

Combine

harvestable yield (yield ha-1) was correlated hrith both hand harvested

yield estimates (yield plant-1 or *-2) at p<0.06 for barley grown at
_.)
plants
m -.
The rel-ationships between spikes plant-l

or *-2 and kernels

spiks-1 at both densities in l-989 (Tab1e 4.5) reflect the opposite
effects of ethephon on each component. The negative relationship

300

4-4

-

-0 .31
0.30

-0.34
-0.02
0.51**

0.37

0.65**
0.71**
-0.00

-0.52**

0.82**
0.2s

0.00

-0.41*
0.16
0.09
0.34
0

.28

-0.04
0.56**
0.95**

rn=Z

-0.24
0.79**
0 .57**
0.52*r.

300 plants

0.00

-0.44*
0.40*
0 .53**
-0.09

0.24
-0 .30
-0 .23

-0.21
-0.14

-0.08

Kernels Kernel
spikel
weiqht

100 plants n:Z

Spikes Spikes
ant:-L nË2

pf

0

.37

0.40*

0.93**

0.34

yíeld
plantlg

*'** simpl-e correlation coefficient significant at p:0.05 and 0.01,
respectively.
I YietO estimate based on sample of 40 plants.
ç¿ Yield estimate based on hand harvest of 1 m2.
Y Yield estimate based on combine harvest of 1.2 x j.5 m strip.

Yietd plant-1@
Yield *-2ç¿
Yield ha-2Y

nerneJ-s spl_ke-1r
Kernel weight

Spikes ¡¡-2

Kernels spiks-1
Kernel weight
Yield plant-19
Yield *-2C¿
Yield ha-2V

öpl_Kes m

_.)
¿

Variables

combined

component observations made

0.39

0.18

m:2O

yield

- Simple correlatíon coefficients for various yield and yield
in the 1988 growing season for barley grown at two
planting densities; analysis performed for control and ethephon treat.ment data

Table

F

L¡

4

4

0.
0

.24
0.46

.20

01
-0.34

0

-0.52*
-0.39

0.40
-0 .33

0.31

300 Ptants rn:Z

-0.18
-0.16
-0 .57*

-0

-0.06
0.05

0.1-5

.55* -0 .26
.93** _0.46

0.56*
0 .58*
-0.30

-0 .33

0
0

Kernelweiqht

100 pfunts m2

Kernels
spike:l

.47
0.32
0.33
0 .41

-0.63*

-0

.22
-0.57r.

0 . 1r_
0.1_4
0 .27
0.s1*

-0.57*

spikes
m2

.

06
. 03
-0.L2

-0

-0

0.53*

49*
0.49*
0.

0.90*'r

0.08

yiel-d
plantl8

.24
0 .09
-0.13

0

.55*
0.51*
0

0.19

yield
ÍË2C¿

-0 .34
-0 .24

-0 .38

_0.43

yierd
halv

coefficient significant at P:0.05 and 0.01r respectively.
on sample of 40 plants.
on hand harvest of 1 m2.
on combine harvest of l-.2 x 7.5 m strip.

-0.08

0.14

0.41_

0.45
0.09

-0.55*

-0 .77 xr.

0.65**

-0.02
-0.26

0.10
0.37
0.32
0.45

0.81**
-0 -47

spikes,
plantl

*¡** Simple correlation
I YietO estimate based
ç¿ Yield estimate based
O Yield estimate based

Aug

Yiel-d *-2ç¿
Yie1d ha-lY
Lodging Indices
JluI 24

Yield plant-19

Spikes m-2
Kernets splke-1Kernel weight

Aug

J:ul- 24

Spikes m-2
Kernels spiks-1
Kernel weight
Yietd plant-1@
Yield *-2ç)
Yield ha-1Y
Lodging Indices

Variables

made

24

0.66**

0. ?g**

Jul

Lodging

Simple correlation coefficients for various yieJ-d and yield component observations
in the 1989 growing season for barJ-ey grown at. two planting densities,' analysis performed for
control and ethephon treatment data combined-

Table 4.5.

l.J

LJI
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between spikes plant-1 and kernel weight at the high plant density
suggested a general relationship, since nej-ther component

significantly

\"ras

affected by ethephon. For barley grown at 100 plants

m-2,

spikes m-2 tas negatively correlated $¡ith harvestable yield (yiel-d ha-1)
because of the tendency for both to be increased by et.hephon. Kernel-s

spiks-l was positively correlated with hand harvested yield estimates
(yie1d plant-l and m-2) aL the low density, but negatively correlated.

with combine harvestable yield (yield tra-1) at the high density.

The

former cases reflect the negative effects of ethephon on both kernel-s

spiks-l

and.

absolute grain yield. while the l-atter is attríbutable to

the tendency for harvestable grain yietd to increase with ethephon
application despite the decrease of kernels spike-1. Hand harvested
grain yield estimates were not correlated with the combine harvested
yield estimate.
Aside from the positive correl-ation between spikes plant-1

and

Belgian lodging index (BLT) on .TuIy 24 fox barley grown at 100 ptants
j-n 1987
^-2, BLr vras not cl-oseIy related with yield or yield. components
at either plant density (Tabte 4.3). For barley grown at 100 prants m-2

in 1989. positive correl-ations

r^rere found between

BLr on either

observation date and each of yield plan¡-l, yield m-2. and kernels

spiks-l (Table 4.5).

The negative relationship between BLI on August

and combine harvested yield approached significance (p:0.09).

4

Spikes

*-2 ur"" negatively correlated with BLr on August 4. Lodging ind.ices for
barJ-ey grob¡n at 300 plants m-2 *ere not correlated. with yíeld or with

spij<es p.lant-r or m-¿; kernel_ weight was negatively correl-ated with BLf

on Jury 24, and the correlation between kernels spike-l and BLr
August 4 approached significance (p:0.08).

on
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Generally, yield and yield component estimates based on 10 plants
pfot-1 were positiveJ-y correLated with estimates based on 40 ptant.s
pfot-l

(Table 4.61t v¡ith the estimates of spikes plant-1 in t-9gg being

the only exception.
4.5 Discussion.
.Absolute grain yields. estimated from either a sampling of plants

or fro¡n a harvest of a l-

were in no case increased by ethephon
^2 ^tea,
application whether or not lodging occurred. Bar1ey grain yield

increases with ethephon application have been reported when lodgÍng

was

reduced (Dahnous et aÌ., 1982; Simmons eL al_., 19BB), but have also

been

reported in cases where no lodging occurred (Bahry, 1988). Because
lodging was relatively severe on untreated plots in 1989, ethephon
tended to increase combine harvested grain yields. despite the d.ecreased
absol-ute grain yield on the same plots.

Grain yield is the product of the components spikes a.ea-1,
-1
kernels spike-I
and kerner weight. while increases in spikes .re^-1

with ethephon application are commonly reported (Bahry, l-9gg;
1988; Simmons et al., l-988), in this study, spikes pfant-l

F,nLz,

(equívatent

to spikes atea-1 given the uniform plant d.ensities) increased
significantly

only in 1987. Evid.ence presented in chapter five

that ethephon promoted the

emerg'ence

of till-ers after

GS 45

shows

in both

l-987

and l-989. rn 1987, thís resulted. in more spikes plant-l on treated

barley compared vrith untreated. rn contrasLf ethephon had no apparent
effect on spikes prant-1 in 1989 because ethephon promoted both
emergence

of tillers

after

GS 45 and senescence

had emerged prior to ethephon application.

of

some

tillers

which

The resumpt.ion of tillering

after heading of cerear plants appears to be enhanced. by

ad.equate
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Tabl-e 4.6. Simple correlation coefficients for
yield component estimates based on samples of 40
and 10 plants plot-l for barl-ey grown in 1987 and
1988.

Growino Season
Vari-abl-e

1987

198B

100 Pfants m:2

Spikes plant-1
Kernels spike-1
Kernel weight
Yi-e1d Plant-1

0.88**6

0.r_9

0. B3**

0.82**

0.89**
0.63'r*

0.69,k*

0.61**

300 Plants rn:Z

Spikes plant-1
Kernel-s spike-l
Kernel weight
Yield Pl-ant-1

0.74**
0.78**
0.75**
0.68**

0.0r_

0.61**
0.49*
0 .42*

I each coefficient is for the correlation betr.reen
estimates of the specific yield component based on
40 and L0 plants plot-l.
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moísture (Kirby, 1967t, so the effect of ethephon on l-ate tillering:

may

depend on the presence of favourable levels of moisture. Growing season

rainfal-l in 1987 and 1989 was considerably higher than in

L988,

suggesting that adequate moisture conditions are necessary for the

by ethephon (potentially leading- to

promotion of late tillering

increased spikes pl-ant-1)

.

Ethephon application consistently resul-ted in fewer kernels

spiks-1 on treated. plants

compared.

with untreated plants.

Two factors

contributed to this reduction in kernel-s spike-1 for plants treated. with
ethephon: an apparent reduction caused by the presence of shoots which
first

appeared after GS 45 and had relativel-y low numbers of kernels

-1
spiks-r,
and an actual- reduction on main stems and early t.illers

(chapter six) . This actual reduction ín kernels spiks-l may be due to

previously observed gametocidal properties of ethephon (Stoskopf

and

Law, 19721.

Like the reduction of kernel-s spiks-1. the red.uctions of kerneL
weight by ethephon appÌication in

1-98?

at both densities al_so had.

apparent and actual components (chapter six).

The actual- reductions in

kernel- weight may be attributable to competition for photosynthetic

assimilates, since shoots which appeared after ethephon was applied.
would initially

be dependent on assimilates from the main sLem.

dependence which coul-d be

a

in competition with the d.eveloping maín

stem

inflorescence (chapter seven). The consistent negative correl-ation
between spikes prant-1 and kerner weight may also be refl-ective of

competition between plant parts.

The potentially positive effect of

ethephon on spikes plant-1 did not compensate for negative effects of
ethephon on kernels spikg-1 and. kernel weig,ht.

t1

The release of ethylene from ethephon is enhanced with increased

temperatures (Lougheed and Frank1in, 1,972; Olien and Bukovac, 1978)
One

.

might then reason that relativel-y high temperatures duríng the

period following ethephon appJ-ication (as ethytene is reLeased from
ethephon) may exacerbate the negative effect of ethephon on kernel-s

spikq-1. The magnitude of the red.uction in kernels spike-l for barley
g'ro$¡n

at 300 plants m-2 itr 1987 was substantially larger than that for

comparabl-e

barley in 1989. and t.emperatures for the 7 day period

following ethephon apptication were higher in l-987 than in
(respectively,

maximum and mean maximum

L989

daily temperatures were 33.?

29.lo? in 1987, compared with 31.6 and 26.9oC in l-989). However,

and

a

simil-ar trend was not evid.ent for barley grown at l-00 plants *-2 irt
those years, suggesting that temperatures during the period

when

ethephon was being released did not have a major influence on the

red.uction of kernels spike-1.
fncreases in plant density may increase grain yield d.ue to

increased spikes are.-1, despite decreases in spikes pfant-1 and kernels

spiks-1 (Kirby,

l-967)

. rn 1987 and 1988, such increases in grain yield

with increased plant density were evident,. in 1989, grain yie1d. was
reduced with increased prant density, apparentJ-y because spikes

^-2

did

not increase with plant density. Neither in yíeId nor in kernels
spiks-1 were reductions due to ethephon application consistent.J-y larger
or smaller for one plant density over the other. Therefore. despite the
greater responsiveness of plants at the l-ow density to ethephon in terms
of promoted titJ-ering, it cannot be concl-uded that higher or lower plant
densities have advantages with respect to the liketihood of negative
yierd responses to ethephon appticat.ion. A grower's choice of pranting

5B

density then depends on optimizing grain yield irrespective of
responsiveness to ethephon; the optimum density in these studies

was

nearer 300 plants *-2 in L987 and. 1988, suggesting that in southern
l"lanitoba, densíties of this order are more likely to optimize grain

yield than densities near 100 ptant.s m-2.
Application of ethephon for lodging' control is
effective during the boot stage
the boot stage is t.he
at

GS 35 was

(GS 41-4?) (Brown and

recommended

assumed most

Early, tg73l,

time of apptication.

and

The application

generally less detrimental to yield in the current studies,

whil-e the sporadic J-odging in 1987, and the absence of the treatment in

1989' make concl-usions as to the effectiveness of the earl-ier

application compared with the later application for lodging control
impossible. caldwel-l et al. (l-988) reported lodging control- with
apprication at Gs 3? to be eguar to or better than with appJ-ication at
cs 45. Earlier application of ethephon may possibly provide equal
lodging protecÈion with less detriment to yield than later application
under Western Canadian conditions.
The correlation analyses were conducted to examine the effect of

ethephon on Èhe relationships among yield components and yieId.

plant

densities were anaryzed separately, and g'enerarly no significant
cultivar effects occurred,' therefore, asid.e from random variation

and

any non-significant cul-tivar trend.s, the remaining variation is

primarily attributabl-e to the effect of ethephon on either one or both
of the sets of data being considered.
Spikes Pfant-1 was neg,atively correJ-ated with kernel-s spike-1 in
L987 and 1989 at both plant densities because ethephon increased spikes

pfant-1 while it decreased kernels spike-1. Kernel-s spike-1

was
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positivel-y correlated vrith hand harvested yietd estimates for barley
g'rown

at the high density in 198'7, both densities in l_988, and the low

density in 1989, because both were decreased with ethephon application.
These results imply that the consistent reductions in kernels spiks-1
caused by ethephon pose a considerable risk to yield in the absence of

positive effects of ethephon on spikes plant-1.
The negative correl-ations which occurred consistently between

spíkes plant-1 and. kernel weight (except at 100 plants *-2 i.,
coufd only partly be explained by ethephon effects.

j-9g9)

Such correlations

were evident in cases when ethephon exerted no significant j-nfluence

on

either component, and in cases where ethephon did infLuence the
components (as in 1987), the correl-ations were significant

even when the

analyses were performed separate]-y for each ethephon treatment,

indicating a general inverse relatíonship between spikes plant-l

and

kernel- weight regardless of ethephon treatment.
Combine harvested

yield estimates srere generally poorJ-y correlated.

with hand harvested yíeld estimates, arthough
evident for barrey

gror{rn

some

correration

was

at the high plant density in l-9gg when no

lodging occurred. The lack of correlation between these yield estimates
in 1989 can be attributed to the todging which occurred in plots not
treated with ethephon. For hand harvested yield estimates (expressed

as

yield P1ant-l ot
^-2) all grain for a number of plants or a certain area
was harvestedf giving a measure of absolute grai-n yield; during combine
harvesting, not all of the lodged barley could be picked with the
combine, thus the combine harvested yield estimate (expressed as yield.

ha-1) gives a measure of harvestable grain yietd.
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Lodging $¡as sporadic in

variabil-ity and Lhe inability

1-98'7

, resulting in high statistical

to detect differences between ethephon

treated and untreated barley. Due to increased exposure to wind,
lodging

l¡tas more severe

in border bl-ocks regardless of whether or not

indivídual ptots within the block were treated erith ethephon.
poor emergence made j-t necessary to modify the experiment to a

Because

completely randomized design. significant block effects could not

be

detected and removed from the error sum of sç¡-rares, hence contributing

to the inability

to detect et.hephon treatment differences.

The lack of

correl-atj-on between yield and BLr in 1987 was probabry due to the high

variability

in lodging scores. rn 1989, lodging also occurred,

and

ethephon treatment clearly reduced Ìodging. BLf showed some negiative

correlation with kernel- weight, consistent vrith other reports (pinthus/
L973t. The positive correl-ations between BLI and kernels spike-1 fot
barley grown at l-00 plants m-2, and to a fesser extent at 300 prants

m-2

resurt from reductíons in both Br,r and kernels spJ-ks-1 with ethephon
appJ-ication; This implies that lodging resistance in ethephon treated
barley is conferred not only by shortened (Brown and EarJ-yt tg'73; EnLzl
l-988; Neenan and spencer-smith, L975) and possibj-y strengthened. (se1ga

et a1., L985) stems, but also by the reduced weíght often carried.

on

stems, since any factor which decreases the force applied. t.o a cereal
stem wil-I decrease the tendency to J-odge (Neenan and spencer-smith,
r_975)

.

The strong correJ-ations between estimates of yieÌd. and yierd
components based on 40

justification

or 10 plants plot-l in 19g7 and.19gg provided

for a decision to use only estj-mates based on 10 plants

Pfot-l in l-989. only the 40 and.1-0 ptant estimates of spikes plant-1 in

6I

l-988 were not correlated with one another, possibly due to relatively

dry conditions not condì.rcive to tillering.
The maturity delay caused by ethephon in 1-989 appeared to be due

more to the late till-ers

which emergred and produced spikes after

ethephon application than to maturity d.elays for main stems and early
formed tillers;

therefore, maturity within the treated crop was ress

uniform than in the untreated crop. The greater spike to spike

variability

in moisture content,

and. hence

in maturity, accounts for the

lower R2 for the regression of moÍsture content with time for t.reated

barley as displayed in rig. 4.1. A simirar delay in maturity

when

barley was treated with ethephon was vísualIy observed. j-n L987, but to
much

lesser extent in 1988 when very few til-l-ers emerged after

a

et.hephon

applicaÈion. others have observed. del-ays ín maturity with the
appJ-ication of ethephon to barley (pearson et aI.,

l_999)

. Such delays

in maturity may pose harvesting problems if maturity of late tillers

is

delayed to such an extent that grain on main stems and earry tillers
becomes excessively

dry, yet the l-ate till-ers which cause t.he maturity

delay provide necessary compensatíon for the negative effects of
ethephon on kernels spike-1 and. kernet weighL
Ethephon reduced lodging in i-989, and. less concrusively so in

7987. Lodging was severe in untreated pl-ots in l-9g9 and combine
harvestable yields in ethephon treated plot.s tended to be higher than in
untreated pIots, despite reductions in absoJ_ute grain yield.

However,

reductions in kernets spike-1 rere caused by the application of ethephon

in alr three yearsr which often resulted in decreased g-rain yierd.
Apparently under conditions of adeguate moisture, ethephon caused
increases in spikes plant-l,

but this rarely compensated for the loss of
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kernels spike-1. Such increases in spikes plant-1 also contributed

t.o

delayed maturity of the crop. The risks associated with the use of
ethephon to reduce lodging of barley under Canadian Prairie conditions
make

it imperative that a choíce to use ethephon be based on

knowled.ge

of current environmental conditi-ons and the tikerihood of severe
lodging.
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5.

TILT.ERI¡{G PA'TTERr{ åND f,TS IMPACT ON YIELD

IN

BARLEY TREiå.TED !{ITH

ETHEPHON.

5.1 .åbstract
Ethephon used for lodging protection in barley often increases

spikes m*2. This study was undertaken to determine the effects of
ethephon on till-er

emerg'ence and

survival, as weJ-l as to deÈermine the

significance with respect to yield of additional spikes appearing
ethephon treated barley prants.
240

g ha-l to Argyre and

samson

Ethephon hras appried at a rate of

barley grown at 100 and 300 prants

applications !.rere made at zadoks
GS 45

on

GS 35 and 45

in 1987 and l-9gg,

m-2;

and. at

in 1989. Ten plants plot-l were observed at intervals through the

growíng seasons,' till-ers were tagiged as they emerged and. their

contributions to spikes pLant-1 and g,raín yield were determined. at
harvest '

The two cul-tivars responded to ethephon applications similarly

with respect to tirlering

and.

yield.. After et.hephon applícat.ions,

shoots plant-l increased on treated prants compared with untreated

plants grown at both plant densities in a1i- three years. Àpplication at
Zadoks GS 45 increased shoots pfant-1 more than application at GS 35 in
1987 when moisture was adequate, but less in 19gg when some moisture

stress may have affected barley more at the second application time than
at the first application time. Late appearing shoots contrj_buted to
spikes Plant-l and grain yield plant-1 for both p1ant. densities in 1987,
and for the .row prant density in 19g9, but totar yierd plant-1 was often
decreased and was never increased. by the apprication of ethephon. Any

increases in spikes plant-1 due to ethephon appJ-ication were

attributabl-e to rate tilrer

production and. survivar rather than to

prevention of senescence of early formed tillers.
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5

.2 Int,roducLíon.
The growth regulator ethephon [(2-chloroethyl)phosphonic acid] has

been successfully used to enhance the lod.ging resistance of cereal

crops, which it accomplishes in part by restricting the degree to which
stems elongate. when lodging is prevented by the application of

ethephon, harvestable grain yield increases may result (Dahnous et al-.,
1982; simmons et al., L988). rn add.ition to reducing lodging, ethephon

applied to cereals may influence yield by affecting ind.ividual yield
components

either positively or negativery. Decreases in

kernel_s

spikq-1 and kerneJ- weight have commonly been observed (Bahry,
Simmons

l-9gg;

et aI.. 1988; Wunsche. 1977). Increases in spikes m-2 have been

reported for spring barJ-ey (Bahry, l"ggg; F.n|_z, l-ggg; Morena et al .,
L988; si¡mnons et aI., 1988). winter barley (Hirl et aJ-., rgg2),

and

wheat (simmons et al-., l-988) treated wiÈh ethephon. cases in which
ethephon had no effect on spikes a.ea-l are also conÌmon, but reports of
decreases in spikes area-l, such as that of cox and. otis (19g9) for

winter wheaL, are unconÌmon. rncreases in spi-kes m-2 have been
associated v¡ith grain yierd increases in the absence of lodging (Bahry,
1988, Hill et al.,

1982).

During barley deveÌopment, shoot number increases during the

tillering

phase to a maximum earry in the stem erongation phase

(Gallagher et al., l9j6; Simmons et aI.. l_992).

Some

of these til_Ìers

may senesce, resulting in some final_ number of grain-bearing shoots.

Tiller emerg'ence someti-mes resumes after head.ing (Aspinall, l_961; 1963;
Kirby, 1967]}. Johnston and Jeffcoat (L9'7'7 ) attributed suppressed g:rowth
and emerg-ence of till-er

buds d.uring rapid stem efongiation to competition

for phot.osynthetic assimirat.es in favour of the elongatingf stem,. t.ilrer
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emergence coul-d resurte when

the flag leaf became the primary supplier

for the developing inflorescencer retieving the competition for
assimil-ates at bud sites.

pl-ant growth substances such as auxin,

cytokinin, and ethylene líkely also play interacting roles in the growth
of tiller

buds (Harrison and Kaufman, L980; 1994)

.

Ethephon is normally applied to barley during the boot stage
(Zadoks cS 39 to 45), during the time when many tii-l-ers may be
senescing:,' Èherefore, it has been sug.gested that ethephon enhances the

survival of tillers

which might. otherwise senesce, thereby increasíng

spikes m-2 (Bahry, 1988; Morena et al., l-98g; simmons et ar., l-ggg) .
However, ethephon has also been known to promote the appearance of late

til-l-ers (HilI et al-., 1982; Netherrands, 19gg). and the significance of
these with respect to finar spike number and grain yiel-d is unknown.
The objectives of this study rarere, first,

to determine whether

increases in spikes plant-l or *-2 observed. with ethephon application
could be attributed to the prevention of senescence of early tillers

the promotion of

emerg'ence

of late titlers,

and. second.,

or

to determine the

significance of the additionaL spikes with respect to yierd.
5

.3 ÞfaÈerial-s and &l¡ethods.
DetaiLs of cul-turaf method.s and experiment.al- d.esign are given in

chapter Èhree. Ten plants were rand.omly selected within the plot. areas
which had been thinned to the desíred plant densities.
thro to eleven days, depending on how rapidly tirlers

tillers

emerged from

At interval-s of

were emerging,

their subtending leaf sheaths were l-abelled with

col-our-coded wire Ioops, and the date of emerg'ence was recorded. rn
cases where a tiller

was emerged

but not yet targe

enoug-h on which

place a wire loop, the d.ate was recorded and the wire loop was

to

pJ-aced. on
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the tiller

at a l-ater date. The colour-coding of wire loops conformed

to the tilrer

characterization system of Krepper et al. (1992). when a

til-Ier senesced, the date when senescence was first

observed

recorded; senescence of the youngest l-eaf on a tiller

sign of tiller

was

was taken as

a

senescence.

At harvest, each spike from each of the l-0 plants being observed
was individually

threshed using a single head. thresher,/cleaner. Spikes

plant-1 and grain weight spiks-1 r.¡ere d.etermined.. From the latter,
yields spÍke-1

and.

prant-1 *ere determined.. spikes were categorized

according to the time when the titrer

had first

emerged, so that the

contributions of early (before ethephon applicat.ion) and l-ate (after
ethephon application) tillers

to spikes plant-1 and grain yietd ptant-1

could be determined.

In L988 and 1989, ten plants were sampled from each cul-tivar

and

plant density combination at cS 45. These pLants were dissected. and. the
Iocations (according to the tii-l-er characterization system being
of each emerg-ed til-ler and each non-emerg'ed tiller

used)

bud were record.ed.

Ànalysis of variance of shoots pfant-l was performed. for each d.ate
when observations were made, and

ptant-1.

also for spikes plant-1

and.

Differences v¡ere considered meaningfur at p<0.05.

grain yield
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5.4 Results.
Shoots plant-1 observed, at intervals through each of the growing
seasons are presented in Fig.ts 5.1--5.3. Generally, the two cul-tj_vars

displayed similar patterns of till-er emergence, senescence, and survival
and d.id not respond. differently

to ethephon application, therefore the

data presented are means over the two cultivars unless otherwise noted..
Pl-ants not. treated wit.h ethephon displayed a tlpical
emer9ence and senescence,

pat.tern of til-Ier

with shoots plant-l increasing to a

maximum,

then fal-l-ing off as ti-l-ler senescence became apparent after the boot
stage. Very few new tillers

emerged

after heading for plants not

treated with ethephon. More till-ers appeared on plants grown at

100

plants *-2 thu.r, on those girown at 300 plants m-2, because the tirlering
phase extended several days longer for barley grown at the lower

density
For pl-ants gfrown at 100 plants m-2, ethephon at either GS 35 or

45

increased shoots plant-l after the time of appJ-ication in al_l three

years (rig.'s

5.1-5.3).

fn 1987, ethephon application at cS

45

increased shoots prant-l more than apprication at Gs 35 (Fig. 5.1).

contrast, treatment with ethephon at
plant-l more than treatment at

GS

GS 35

ïn

in 19gg promoted shoots

45 (Fig. s.zl.

rncreased spikes

plant-1 were present at harvest for barley treated with ethephon only in
198'7 (Fig. 5 . 1) .
rn 1989, evidence of cultivar by ethephon interactions emerged in
the analyses of shoots plant-1 for days 55 and 63 (p:o.oz and 0.06,
respectively). on these days, the difference between shoots plant-1 for
controf and treated Argyre barrey was greater than for samson barl_ey
(Fiq. 5.4) . The interaction

In¡as

not significant. at harvest, although

Fig. 5.1-. shoots plant-1 over the 1987 growing season for barley

g-rown

at two plant densities with various ethephon treatments.
Note: Ethephon was applied at 32 and 34 days after plant emergence for
GS 35 and 45

treatments' respectively.

F-test for ethephon application

significant at P<0.05 for observations on days 4o-g'r for bot.h plant
densities.
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Note: Ethephon was applied at 39 days after plant

emergfence

treatment. F-test for ethephon application significant at

for

GS

P<0.05

observat.ions on days 49 through 63 for both plant. densities.
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treated Argyle plants had srightly more spikes than untreated. while
treated and untreat.ed samson plants had equal spike numbers. rn
contrastr

Samson

-t in
plants m-¿

tended to produce more late titl-ers than Àrgy]e at

t987

l_00

, although the interaction was not significant.

The responses for barrey girown at 300 plants m-2 rere similar to

those observed for barley grown at 100 plants m-2, but smarler in
magnitude (Fig.'s 5.1-5.3).

Ethephon apprication increased shoots

pJ-ant-1. but increased spikes plant-l occurred only in l-9g?.

Tíllers arísing from specific locations on the plant made simil-ar
cont.ributions to totar shoots ptant-l for prants not treated with
ethephon in all three years (rig.'s

5.5-5.1-0). During the tiJ_lering

phase of barrey girown at l-00 plant.s rn-2 (Fig.'s 5.5-5.7), tilrers

1, z,

and 3 were produced by most p.l-ants, and a Ìarge proportion of these

tilters

survived. to bear grain.

Many

plants also prod.uced tilrer

10,

but the rate of survívaL was low. rn 198? and l-999, a few prants
produced tillers

coreoptile tiIler

1-1, 20, and 4 during the tilrering

phase, whire the

(0), appeared. on a few plants only in 19gg and

l_9g9.

During'the till-ering phase of barrey grov¡n at 300 plants m-2 (Fig.'s
5.8-5.10)' most plants prod.uced tillers
senesced wit.hout producing graín.

1 and.2, but most of these

Tiller 3 appeared on very few prants,

but more emerged along with a few til-l-er 4/s after heading in

l_9g7.

For pJ-ants grown at 100 plants m-2, mosL of the posit.ive response

of shoots P1ant-1 to ethephon was confined to shoots which were present
onry in small numbers or not at all prior to the application of

ethephon: titlers

4, 12, 2!, and 30 in 19g7 (FiS. 5.5); tillers 4, 2I,
and 30 in L988 (Fig. 5.6); and tillers 4, IZ, 2I,30. and 100 in l_9g9
(Fig- 5.7).

9{hile not significant.

the contribution of tillers

11 and

Fig. 5.5. Shoots plant-l contríbuted by specific shoots in the
growing season for barley grown at l-00 pfants

m-2

1987

with various ethephon

treatments.

Note: The width in y-axis units of a patt.ern for a specific til_ler
índicates the contribution of thaÈ tirler to total shoots ptant-1.
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Fig.

5

.7

. Shoots plant-l contributed by specific shoots in the

growing season for barley grown at 100 plants

m-2

L989

with various ethephon

treatments.

Note: The width in y-axis units of a pat.tern for a specific tifÌer
indicates the contribution of that tilfer

to total shoots plant-1.
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20 in 1987 was enhanced by treatment with ethephon. Other shoots were

not promoted by the application of ethephon. For plants grown at
300 plant" *-2, most of the positive response of shoots plant-1 to

ethephon was al-so confined. t.o shoots which r^rere present only in small
numbers or not at all prior to t.he application of ethephon: tirlers

4, and l-0 in l-987 (rig. 5.8); tillers
tillers

3 and in 1988 (FiS. 5.9);

3, 4, 10, and 11 in 1989 (Fíg. 5.l-0)

3,

and

.

Plants were sampled and dissected at the tíme of ethephon
apprication (cs 45) in l-988 and 1989 to g'ive an ind.ication of the
numbers of til-l-ers and till-er

buds present per plant (Table 5.1) .

purposes of this discussion, a til-ler

be partially

For

bud is defined as a bud which

may

elongated, but which is enclosed in its prophyll and which

has not yet emerged from its subtend.ing leaf sheath. The buds present

varied in length from Less than 1Íìm to over l-00 mm,. some of the longest
buds extended for most of the length of Èheir subtending leaf sheaths.

A few buds were observed at locations other than those indicated., for
example till-er

buds 13, 22, and 5 on barley grown at 100 ptant.s m-2,

and

buds 11 and 20 on barley grown at 300 plants m-2.
The survival- of those shoots which appeared. before ethephon

was

applied was not. affected in l-987 or 1988 at either plant d.ensity, nor at
the high p]ant. density in l-989 (Tabte 5.2). However, for barrey grown
at l-00 plants *-2 it 1989, the application of ethephon at

GS 45

in reduced survival for those shoots which appeared before it
applied. Reduced survival was most evident for tiller

resulted

was

1 (0.99 and 0.67

Plant-1 for control and ethephon treated plants, respectively); reduced
survival was also evident for main stems of Samson (0.9g and 0.90
-1
p-Lant-a
for control and ethephon treated plantsr respectiveJ-y, compared,

Fig. 5.8.

Shoots plant-1 contributed by specific shoots in the 1987

growing season for barley g'rown at 300 plants

m-2

with various ethephon

treatments.

Note: The width in y-axis units of a pattern for a specific tirler
indicates the contribution of thaÈ till-er to totar shoots plant-l.
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1988
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Fig. 5.10. shoots plant-1 contributed by specific shoots in the
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growing season for barley grown at 300 plants m-2 with various ethephon
treatments.

Note: The width in y-axis units of a pattern for a specific tirl-er

indicates the contribution of that t.i]Ier to tota.l shoots plant-1.
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Table 5.1-. Status of tillers and tilLer buds present at Zadoks
cS 45 in 1988 and l-989, based on random sampling of l-0 plants
from each cultívar (Argyle and Samson).

1i1Ier
or Bud
Location

1988

Emerged

Til-lers

1989

TÍi-l-er
Buds

(20 plants)

Emerg,ed

TilÌers
-1

Tiller
Rrrrìs

100 Plants m2
l,{ain

20

0

20

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

t_9

0

19

0

l_0

2

l_5

l_ l_

2

4

9

0

l_5
J

1l_

0

19

t2

0

t't

r_00
2

0

0

0

19

0

t7

20

0

15

5

2L
3

0

l_9

0

t2

I

19

30

0

L0

4

1

1,4

or Buds
Pl-ant-l
3 .7

0

5.9

4.8

U

10
I4
0

L2

SJ¡oots

16

¿t

300 pfants m2
Main

a^
LV

0

20

1

9

1

5

0

l_0

0

9

0

2

7

9

I

0

3
2

L2

0

1-'7

2

l2

0

9

2.4

7-3

t-.6

4

S.lroots or Buds
)?
PJ-ant-1

0

B1

Spikes plant-l and grain yietd plant-l contributed by shoots
appearing before or after ethephon applicat.ion, for barl-ey grown in the
1987 | 1988' and l-989 seasons, at two plant densities, and with varj-ous
ethephon treatments.
Tabl-e 5.2.

Ethephon

Treatment

Total Grain Yield

Soikes

Before8

After

All

Before

After

Al-1

P1¿n¡-1
r_987

100 Pi-ants m-2
ControlGS 35
GS 45

2.8

300 Plants m-2
Control

r.

35

r.

cs

GS 45

çt

3.0

.3
.3

1_.3

0.2 c
0.8 b
L.2 a

3.0
3.9
4.4

0.2 b
0.5 a
0.6 a

t.7

GS 45

300 Plants *-2
Control
lrò 5J
GS 45

1-00

Plants *-2

ControlGS 45

300 Plants *-2
Control
GS 45

a
a

1.5 b

1.9

a
a

3.69 a
3.45 ab

0.0s
0.37 b

J-r¿

?'7Ã
3.82

b

0. s4 a

3 .6'7

r..70 a
r_ .35 b
1.35 t^

0.06 b
0.14 a

r.76

î

1 EÔ
L . J¿

3.24

0.01
0.06
0.01

11 a

1.48

1988

100 Pl-ants *-2

Control

b

3.0
3.2
??

1.5

0.0
0.2

3.0
3.4

aaa

3.06

U.J-

0.0

1.5

r.4

0.r_

1.3

t.4

0.0

t_.3

I .46

3 -26

5-¿9

3.07

b
1.30 b

0.00
0.00
0.00

r.2l

6.29
5.39

a

1 t1

7

r.989

3.9 a
3.2 b
r_

.3

r_.3

0.0 b
1.1 a

?o
¿?

6.29 a
4.86 b

0.00 b
0.53 a

0.r-

1.3
1.5

r_.90

0.02

r .92

l_.80

U. Ut)

r_.86

0.3

b
a

b

1.30 b

rhe terms "before", "after", and "all-" with respect to shoot
appearance refer to shoots which were first observed before ethephon
apprication, after ethephon application, and art shoots presentr
respectiveJ-y.
C) Means within a col-umn of treatments in a particular year and at a
particuJ-ar plant density are significantly different if fol_rowed by
different letters, based on LSD(0.05).
@

.46
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with 1.0 and 0.98 plant-1 for control and ethephon treated Argyle
plants, respectiveJ-y) . Although not significantry.
showed reduced survival- on

tillers

2 and

3

treated prants compared with untreat.ed

plants.
Those shoots which appeared after ethephon application

made

subst.antial- contributions to the spike populations for treated. barley

1n

1987 and l-989 at both ptant densities, but not in i-9gg (Table s.2).

However, late appearing shoots in ethephon treated barley were only

refl-ected in the total- number of spikes in l-987, because the
number

red.uced.

of early shoots in ethephon treated barrey grown at 100 plants

in 1989 partially

m2

negated the positive effect of ethephon on l_ate

appearing shoots.

Grain yield plant-1 was highest in 1989 and l-owest in 1988. yiel-d

pranÈ-l for barley grown at 100 pJ-ants *-2 r.s higher than for

barJ-ey

grown at 300 prants *-2, but calcul-ated on an area basis, plants at the

higher density yíelded more than those at the lower density in both

19g7

and 1-988. Grain yield contributed by shoots which appeared before
ethephon appÌication was reduced by ethephon in 19g? at both prant

densities, in 1988 at 300 prants m-2, and in l-9g9 at 100 ptants *-2
(Tab1e 5.2) .

shoots which appeared after ethephon application

made

substantial contributions to grain yield iri treated barley in 1987 and
1989; however, in no case did the increased yield contribution of l-ate
shoots more than compensaLe for the decreased yield contribution of

early shoots.

B3

5.4 DiEcussion.
Àlthough in earl-ier studies (Bahry, 1988; F,nLz, L988), Argyle
Samson

had responded differently

and

to the application of ethephon, in this

study the two cul-tivars responded similarly in alL three years (except
as noted) . Differential

curtivar responses to ethephon have been

reported (Bahry. 1988; E'nEz,1988;

Simmons

et al., 1988; Dahnous et aÌ.,

1982), but the causes of such responses appear to be poorly understood.
Ethephon promoted the late appearance of shoots and their

contribution to grain yierd in 1987 and 1989, but much less in

j-9gg.

The reason for this year to year variation in the promotion of late
appearj-ng shoots by ethephon may be in the amount of moisture availabJ-e

to the crop through the growing season. Substantially more rain fell in
June and,/or July of l-987 and 1989 than in 1988 (Table 5.3) .

Results

reported by Bahry (L988) and Si¡rrnons et at. (l_9BB) suggest that the
degree to which ethephon promotes late tillering

moisture availability:

may be influenced by

j-n both studies, increased spikes area-1 due to

ethephon application tended to coincide wíth seasons of higher rainfall.

Studies in which ethephon would be applied to barley under controlled
moisture conditions

wouJ-d

be needed to confirm this suggestion.

Application of ethephon at

GS 45 was more

effective than at

in promoting the emergence and survival of l-ate shoots in
contrast, application at
emergence

GS 35 r¡ras more

1,gg'7

GS 35

. fn

effective in promoting the

of l-ate shoots in 1988, although few of these survived to

contribute t.o grain yierd.

The different responses in each year of

shoot numbers to ethephon applied at GS 35 or 45 may be attributable to

the moisture conditions in each year - with 4 days separating the earry
and late appÌications of ethephon in 1988, it is possibre that barley

84

Table 5 .3 . Rainf al-l f or May, June, and July
the l-987, 1988, and 1989 growíng seasons.
Year
1987

1988

198S

-mm
June

51.0
80.6

JuIy

r60.3

May

34.9
44.3
69.3

38.0
158.6
42 .4

IN
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treated at

GS 45 was under

treated at

GS

a greater degiree of moisture stress than

35 (arthough moisture stress

$¡as

when

at no time obvious),

therefore ethephon had i-ess effect in promoting.the growth of late
tillers.
As a general- observation, the late til-Iers that appeared on barley

treated with ethephon differed slightly from early tillers

in morphology

and early growth. Late tilters

the sheath of

often emerged by splitting

the subtending leaf rather than emerging from between the leaf sheath
and the stem at the l-eaf collar.

A1so, as earlier d.escribed. by Aspina1t

' the blade on the first leaf of late til-lers tended to be very
short and bl-unt, compared to the brad.e on the first reaf of earJ_y
(1961-)

tilfers.
It has been suggested that the increased spikes plant-1 associated
with ethephon treatment of cereal-s was d.ue to prevention of senescence
of early till-ers (Bahry, 1988; Hill et al.. ]-gg2). If ethephon did.
prevent senescence of earl-y shoots, it might be expected that earl_ier

application would be more effective than l-ater application in increasing
finar shoot numbers, because titl-er senescence is likery to be l_ess
advanced at GS 35 than at GS 45. rn this study, ethephon d.id not

prevent senescence of earl-y shoots, instead. either not affecting the

survival of early shootsr or promoting senescence of earl-y shoots as for
barley grown at L00 pÌants *-2 in r-9g9. Lauer and simmons (r-9g9)
recentl-y reported that a decl-ine in growth rate of non-surviving tillers
was evident as earJ-y as 3-4 weeks after emergence. This sug.gests that

by the time ethephon is applied at t.he boot stage, senescence processes

are well under way for tillers

which will- senesce, and. l-ike1y shouJ-d not

be expected to reverse due to the et.hephon application.
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Some

of those tíllers

which senesced in response to et.hephon did

so with their heads in the boot, being quite ad.vanced in development. at

the time when ethephon was appried. Fail-ure of heads to emerge for
cereal- plants treated with ethephon has been reported, arthougrh such

fail-ure occurred at rates exceeding 2000 ppm, about eight times the rate
used in this study (Hughes et al.,
ethephon to enhance tiller

!974',. Cox and Otis (l_989)

observed.

senescence in winter wheat, and. suggested

that under the conditions of their study (400 g' ha-1 applÍed. at cs
ethephon seemed to promote processes leading to tirler
The observational data on the status of tillers

39)

senescence.

and til-Ier buds at

the time of ethephon applicatíon (Tabl-e 5.1) are not detail-ed enough t.o
make conclusions as

or critical

to crj-tj-ca1 stages for survival of emerged tillers

lengths or masses for promotion

and.

survival of tiller

However, the data do suggest that those late til-lers

buds.

which survived

and

cont.ributed to grain yÍe]d were likely present as part.ialry elongated

till-er buds at the time when ethephon was applied.

Emergied

tiJ-Iers

1,

10, 2, 20,3 at 100 plants m-2, and l- and 2 at 300 pJ-ants m-2,ere o,
had been present on all planLs at the time of ethephon application,.

therefore' their numbers $/ere not promoted.
elong'ated til-ler

Non-emerged.

but partj_aIIy

buds were present in the axil-s of leaves 4, 12, 2!, and

30 at 100 plants m-2, and- 3, 4 and 10 at 300 plants *-2 on most prants

at the time of ethephon application,' thereforef these were the tillers
that were promoted by ethephon. The smaller increase in shoots plant-1
for barley qrown at 300 plants m-2
nunber of partially

cu.., be

elongated tiÌler

plant density - because plants

g'roi^¡n

explained by the smatler

buds present on plants at the high

at the high density produced fewer

B7

tj-llers in the first prace, t.here were fewer potential- sj-tes on the
plant for additional- tiller

buds to develop.

The restricted growth of such buds during elongation of adjacent
stems has been attributed to the demand of the rapidly developingf stem
and inflorescence for photosynthate at the expense of the til1er

buds

(Johnston and Jeffcoat, 1977). The outgrowth of these buds in response

to ethephon application may be due to reduced. auxin transport to

bud

sites caused by ethylene released. from ethephon,. restricted. transport of
auxin to axil-lary buds by ethylene. and subseguent bud outgrowth

has

been demonstrated for oat (Harrison and Kaufman, l_994) and phaseol.us

vuJgaris (Hillman and yeang, 1,9i9) . lrioodward and Marshal_l
report.ed that til-ler

emergence d.uring

the normal tillering

(l_9gg)

phase of

barley was promoted by ethephon, and attributed the effect to
interference with auxin transport.

These resul-Ès may exp]-ain rate

tiLl-er growth in response Èo ethephon application.

However, other

changes in barley growth sometimes caused by ethephon (restricted stem

elongation, reduced kernel- number
changes in the partitioning

and.

kerner weight) suggest that

of photosynthate between various parts of

the plant may also be involved in the observed growth of till-er
after ethephon apptication (this possibility
reported in a later chapter)

buds

is the subject of a study

.

Under the g'rowth condítions of this stud.y, ethephon had. either no

effect or a negative effect on grain yield per p1ant. rn 19g7 and
late shoots on plants treated with ethephon contributed. as much as
of grain yietd per prant,' however, because of the reduced yÍeld

19g9,
15%

contribution of early shootsf the net effect of ethephon on grain yield
was nil or negative. The reduced yield contribution of early shoots in

88

all- three years

!.ras

attributable to reductions in the number of kernel-s

per shoot and in kernel weight on pl-ants treated with ethephon (chapter
six)

.

Aside from its effect of increasing lodging resisLance, the effect

of ethephon in promoting the appearance of rate shoots has a positive
infruence on grain yieId.

compensation for the negrative effects of

ethephon on kernel number depends on the promotion of late til-lers

their survival to maturity.
late shoots

seems

and

Given that the production and survival of

greatly dependent on environmental- conditions,

particularly moisture, the risk inherent in the use of ethephon under
canadian Prairie conditions is that in relatively

dry years, or perhaps

even in years with an unfavorable seasonaL rainfal]- dj-stribution, late

shoots will fail

to compensate for the reduced. kernel numbers on ear1y

shoots with a net negative effect on grain yield.

Because of this risk,

the use of etlrephon by g'rov¡ers in western Canad.a must be determined by
management

decision based on knowl-edge of current environmental

conditions and the likelihood of severe 1odging.

a
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6.

KERsIEf.s

6.1

sPr¡w-l

ÃD{Ð KERNEL

ffircIIT r¡t BåRtEy

TREA,TED

wrrg

ETHEpHoN.

.Abst,ract,.

Treatment of barley with ethephon may reduce lodging and. increase

kernel weight. buÈ reductions j-n kernel- weight and kernels spike-1 are
also often observed. This study examined the effect of ethephon

on

-1
kerne.l-s spiks-r
and average kernel weight for spikes on specific shoots

which appeared before or after ethephon apprication.

.A,rgy1e and Samson

barley were I'rown at 100 and 300 plants m-2 and treated with ethephon at
Zadoks cs 35 and/or 45 in !987,1988, and l-989. Kernel_s spike-l and
averagfe kernel weight. were determined for each spike produced on

plants Pfot-l for which the date of emergence of each tiller

10

had. been

recorded. The cultivars did not differ significantJ-y in their response
to ethephon. Kerners spike-1 was consistently reduced by ethephon
appJ-ication, which was attributed to both the promotion of l_ateappearing shoots with relativety few kernels, and the abortion of

florets on main stems and early appearing tirters

due to ethephon's

gametocidal properties.

Kernel- weight was reduced, not affected-, and

increased by ethephon in

].987

Differences in competítion

| 1989, and 19g9, respectivery.

beÈween deveJ-oping kernel-s and.

late tilIers,

in J-odging, and in nitrogen availabij-ity may account for the variabre
kernel- weig-ht responses observed.. Kernel-s spiks-1 and/or kernel weight

reductions generally resulted in decreased yierd plant-l for barley
grown at 300 plants m-2, but such red.uctíons were at least partiarly
compensated

by increased spikes pLant-1 for barl-ey grown at

l_00

plants

*-2 irr 198? and 1989. The risk of negative responses to ethephon makes
the use of ethephon in western Canada advisable only when the risk of
severe lodging is known to be high.
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.2 Int.roduction.
Ethephon effectively

reduces lod.ging in treated. barJ-ey. However.

irrespective of its effect on pLant height and rodging, ethephon often
affects yield comPonents and yie1d. Spikes area-l has been increased. or
unaffected by ethephon apprication (Bahry, l-9gg; simmons et aI., 19gg).

white kernels spike-l was decreased or unaffected. (Bahry, l-9BB;
et aI.' l-988). Kernel weight has been reported to increase

Simmons

(Simmons et

âf., l-988), decrease, or be unaffected (Bahry. 19gg; simmons et ar..
l-988) by ethephon application.
The reductíons in kernels spike-l observed may be rerated to

previously reported gametocidal properties of ethephon (Hughes, L975;
stoskopf and Law, lgj2). whire evaruating the potential of ethephon as
a male sterilant for use in hybrid cereal breeding programsr stoskopf
and Law (r972) observed three tlpes of gametocidal- responses in barley

treated v¡ith ethephon: the sterilization

of arl three anthers per

floret with no poIlen produced. the sterilization

of one or two anthers

and polIen rel-ease in the remaining anther retarded about seven days,

and pollen rel-ease in al-r three anthers retard.ed. about seven days.
Ethephon apPears to act as a gametocide through a g,eneral d.isruption of

processes in devel0ping anthers (col-houn and steer, l_gg3).

The

initiation

of meiosis in pollen mother celrs appears to be a critical
stag-ef after which ethephon has minimal influence on pollen development
(Hughes, l-975).

Ïncreases in kernel weight have been observed. when treatment with
et.hephon has prevented

â1., 1982;

simmons

lodging in barley (Foy and. Wittf

1_9g.7;

HitÌ et

et a1., LgBB). The reasons for decreases in kernel

weight caused by ethephon application are not known.

9I

The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of

ethephon on kernels spikç-1 and average kernel weight for specific

spikes and for spikes grouped. accord.ing to whether the shoots on which

they appeared emerged before or after ethephon apprication to barley.
6.3 Materia]-s and

ÞdethodE.

Details of cul-tural practices and experímental design are given in
chapter three. Kernels spiks-1 and. average kernel weight (grain yield
spike-1 divided by kernels spiks-1) were determined for each spike from
the 10 prants plot-l for which tilrer emerg'ence and. senescence was
observed over each growing season,' therefore. kernels spíke-1 and kernel
weight. could be determined for specific spikes and. for spikes grouped

according to whether the shoots on which they appeared emerged before or

after ethephon application (details of tiller

and.

spike characterÍzation

are given in chapter five).
rn 1988 and 1989, 10 main stem

head.s were sampled from ethephon

treated and untreated plots of each cultivar at 300 plants m-2. Fl-orets
whj-ch aborted prior to fertil-ization and deveroping kerners at each
rachis node were counted and the numbers recorded.
Anarysis of variance was performed for each data set.

unress

otherwise noted, differences with P<0.05 were considered. meaning,ful.
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6.

4

R.esu1t,e

.

Argyle and

samson

barley rarely differed in kernels spike-1,

kernel weig'ht, or yieId Pfant-1. Unless otherwise noted, no cuttivar

by

ethephon treatment interactions v¡ere evident for kerneJ-s spike-l, kernel_

weight, or yield plan¡-l.
For barrey grown at 100 plants m-2, kerners spiks-1 was highest in
1989, and l-owest in 1988 (Tab1e 6.L).

In barley not trea¿ed with

ethephon, kernel-s spiks-1 decrined for successive tiLl-ers, and

lowest for late appearing shoots (after

GS

35 or 45) .

was

Overal_l kernels

spikç-1 was red.uced by ethephon apprication in al-l- three years, as r^ras
kernets spiks-1 for those shoots which appeared. before Gs 35 or 45,
whire for shoots appearing after this time, ethephon apparentl_y
increased kernel-s spiks-1. Due to the reratively low frequency of
appearance of any one specific l_ate-appearing shoot among. the 10 prants
Pfot-1 under observation, variabitity
late appearing shoots was high

(CV

for kerneLs spiks-1 for specific

> 509); therefore, data for late_

appearing shoots are given corlectively and not on the basis of

individua.L shoots. For spikes formed on the shoots present i_n the
majority at GS 35 or 45 (main stems. T1, 12, and T3), reductions in

kernels spiks-1 caused by ethephon were evid.ent, except for T3 in
and 1988, when kernels spike-l was increased and not affected,

l_9g7

respectively.
Àpprication of ethephon at

GS 45

generarly caused a rarger

reduction in kerner-s spiks-1 than apprication at GS 35 (Tabte 6.1).
For maín stems' the reduction was similar for both ethephon appÌicati_on
times i-n l-987 and 1988, whire for tirrers

L, z, and 3, application at

GS
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Table 6.1. Kernels spike-l and kernels plant-1 of specific spikes or
g'roupings of spikes for barley g.rown at 100 plants
^-2 with various
ethephon treatments.
Ethephon

Soike@

Treatment MS

Tl_

T2

Spike

T3

Bef

ore

kernels spike*1-¡ ---44.1 ab 26.5 b 48.3 a

Af

GrouoC)

ter

A1l-

---

r-987

ControlGS 35
GS 45

55.0 aY 46.4 a
45.8 b 44.8 a
45.6 b 35.4 b

47.9
39.3

b

45-4 a
37.7 ab

46.2
41.4

4l-.5 a
37.9 b
35.6 b

a

a

b

14.0
28.8
3l-.0

b
a
a

46.5 a
41-.'1 b
?o

?

b

1988

GS 35

50.0 a
42.6 b

37 .5

¿jJ

43. r. b

54.7 a
47.8 b

ControltrÞ

ú

a
a

32.8
34.5

36.4

39.1
38.3
30.9

b

3r_.5

50.l- a
40.0 b

50.5
39.8

b

40.'7

5q
11.5

2.3

4L.4

a

J/.t-

b
b

35.0

r.989

Control
GS 45

---

r.987

Control

55.0

35
GS 45

42-8 b
44.9 b

cs

a

a

??

a

50.6
42.2

a

b

1.1
aa

LL.J

2

b
^

d

50.2 a
37.2b

kernels ptant-1

29.0

38.1
3s.6
)o )

47.8

37.2b

1_1

o

r_36.0
138 .3
r_31.5

-7

r.9.5
16.9

31.0

3.r22

-r

139.1Õ
b

r_60.4

34 .9 a

166.4

r_988

ControlGS 35
GS 45

46.9 a
41.5 b
42.1 b

54.0
45.0

a

49.5

b

26 -'7 b

32 .4

?9. )

2ç,

1r.

A

26 .9

20.t

1-22.'7

¿ t -¿

22.1

1/.1

11q,

.8

]-25.2
O

0.6
?n
0.4

]-25.'7
1-25.'7

1i_6.3

r_989

ControlGS 45

a

46.8

a

3r_.9 b

36.4

a

24.1, b

198.9
r35 .2

a 0.2 b
b 24.9 a

199.1 a
L60.2 b

I Means given for maj-n stems (MS), and tillers 1, 2, and 3 (T1, T2, and
T3, respectively). the shoots present in greatest numbers both at
ethephon application and at harvest.
o the terms "before", "after", and. 'al-l', refer to spikes grouped
according to when the shoots on which they appeared were first observed:
before ethephon apprication, aft.er ethephon applícation, and arl_ spikes
present, respectively.
a Kernel-s spiks-l is per spike present,. kernel-s pfant-l is equivalent
to the product of kernels spike-1 and spikes plan¡-1
Y Means within a column of ethephon treatments for a particurar year
are significantly different if fol-l-owed by d.ifferent letters, based on

LSD (0.05) .
Õ Overall ethephon treatment F-test NS,' orthogonal- contrast of controlvs' ethephon (mean of two ethephon treatments) significant at p<0.05.
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3s

caused either no reduction or a reduction comparable to that caused.

by application at cS 45.

Barrey girown at 300 plants *-2 beha.red similarry to that grown at

the lower density in that overal-l kernel_s spiks-1 was highest in

19g9

and l-987. lowest in 1988, and tend.ed to be red.uced by ethephon (Table

6.2).

rn l-988, ethephon treatment at

GS 35 appeared

to cause a g.reater

reduction in kernel-s spike-1 overall, for main stems, and for shoots
present at the tíme of apprication than treatment at GS 45. Tn these
casesr cultivar by ethephon treatment interactions were significant at
P<0.05' and the greater reduction caused- by the earry ethephon

application was restricted to Argyle barley.
Main stem inflorescences of prants grown at 300 plants

m-2

produced fl-orets at 20.5 (+l-.7) and 20.3 (+L.8) rachis nodes in 19gg and

l-989. respectively, and ethephon treatment did not affect the number of
nodes at whi-ch frorets were produced. Main stem spikes sampled at

approximatery mid-grain filling

from barrey grown at 300 plants *-2

hud

48'6 and 43-2 developing kernels for control and ethephon treated plants
in 1988, and 49.6 and 44.8 d.eveloping kernels for control_ and ethephon
treated pl-ants in i_989, respectively (differences significant based on
LSD(0.05)). For untreated plants, many florets at the basal 4-5 rachis
nodes aborted prior to ferÈil-izaÈion, with sporad.ic abortion evÍd.ent
al-ong the rest of the rachis and slightly

concentrated. at the apical end

(Fig'-'s 6.1-6.2) - Add.itional- floret abortion was evid.ent for ethephon
treated plants compared with untreated plantsr concentrated at the
apical end of the rachis, but also at. rachis nodes 5-7 and sporadically
along the remainder of the rachis.
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Tab1e 6.2. Kernels spike-1 and kernels planL-1 of main sLems or
groupings of spikes for barl-ey grown at 300 plants *-2 with various
ethephon treatments.

Ethephon

Treatment

Main Stem@

Before

Spike

GroupÇ)

After

Alt

kernels spike-1¿

r_987

ControL

49.2 aY

GS 35

¿fì

cs

45

O Ìa

Ã? a^

47.6
40.0
39.9

a

10.5

b
b

1_8.8

36.9 a
32.7 b
35.2 a

0.0

Õ

2]-.5

43.9 a
34.6 b
33.2 b

1988

Control-

42.0

GS 35
GS 45

?5 ? n

38.5

Control

4'7

GS 45

^c

a

b

t_.6

0.0

36.9 a
31.7 b
35.2 a

1989

.6

45.0

t -ó

tr

44.I

a

43 -2

1_0.9

38.4

b

kernets plant-1

1987

Control

49.2 a
38.9 b
42.4 b

60.2 a
50.4 b
50.4 b

GS 35
GS 45

40.0 a
32.2 b
36.2 ab

54.1 a
44.8 b
46.8 b

Control

47 .0

5'7

GS 45

45.0

trÞ 55
(JÞ ¿+5

3.3 a
8.6 b
1_1.4 b

63.5
58.9
6r-.9

r_988

Cont rol-

0.0
0.3
0.0

54.1 a
45. r- b

.7

0.8

55.1

3-4

58.6

46.8

b

1989

@ Means given for main stems (MS), the shoot" prffi
numbers both at ethephon appJ_ication and. at harvest.

qQ

tr

rhe terms "before", "after',/ and ,,arr,, refer to spikes grouped
according to when the shoots on which they appeared. were first
observed: before ethephon apprication. after ethephon apprication,
and aIl- spikes present, respectively.
Â Kernel-s spike-1 is per spike present; kernel-s plant-l is
equÍvarent to the product of kernels spíke-l and. spikes plan¡-1.
Y Means within a cor-umn of et.hephon treatment.s for a particuJ_ar
year are significantJ-y different if forlowed by different .l_etters,
based on LSD(0.05) .
Õ overal-l- ethephon treatment F-test NS,. ort.hogonal- contrast of
control vs. ethephon (mean of two ethephon treatments) significant
Ç)

at P<0.05.

Fig. 6.1-. Fertilized

and.

aborted florets spike-l for main stem

infrorescences approximately 3 weeks after ethephon application to

barley g'rown at 300 plants *-2 in
a. Control
b. Ethephon at

GS 45.

1988:

Êe
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fig. 6.2. Fertil-ized

and.

aborted florets spike-1 for main stem

inflorescences approximately 3 weeks after ethephon application
barJ-ey g'rown at 300 plants *-2 i., L9B9:

a. Control
b. Ethephon at cS

45.
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tr

0
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Contributions of individuaL shoots to kernels plant-l were

red.uced

(¡4s) or tended to be reduced (Tl- and T2) by ethephon appricatíon to

barley grown at 100 plants *-2 ir, 1987 and 1988 (Tab1e 6.1).

In

t-9g7

and 1988, the contribution to kernel-s pfant-l of shoots which appeared

before Gs 35 or 45 was not affected by ethephon. Because of the
contribution of till-ers appearing after ethephon application, total_1
kernel-s pfant-r
was increased in LgB"r. rn 1989, ethephon reduced t.he

contribution to kernel-s plant-l for MS, T1, T2, and 13. Arthough late
shoots contributed more kernels pfant-1 in ethephon treated plants than

in untreated plants, the contribution did. not compensate for the
contribut.ion of shoots which first

red.uced

appeared before Gs 35 or 45;

therefore, total kernel-s prant-1 was reduced by ethephon application.
For barley grown at 300 plants m-2, contributions of main stems
and all shoots appearing before GS 35 or 45 to kernels plant-1 were
reduced by ethephon in l_987 and 19BB (Table 6.2).

Late appearingi shoots

a significant contribution to kernels plan¡-1 in ethephon treated
barley in 1987. so there was no net effect of et.hephon on total kernels
made

plant-l,

while in 1988. total kernel-s pfant-1 was reduced by ethephon.

Kernefs Pfant-1 for barley grown at the high density was not affected by
ethephon in 1989.

Kernel weights for barl-ey gro$¡n at 100 pJ_ants *-2 rere highest in
1989, folrowed by 1-98?, then 19gg (Tabre 6.3).. As with kernel-s spike-1¡

kernel weights declined for successive tillers.

and were l-owest for l-ate

appearing shoots (after Gs 35 or 45). rn 19g7, ethephon appJ-ication
reduced averag'e kernel weights based on al-l_ spikes and on spikes
produced on shoots which appeared before ethephon was applied; the

same

tendency was evident for main stems, T1, and T2. Ethephon application
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Table 6.3. Kernel- weight, and graín yield plant-1 of^specific spikes or
groupings of spikes for barley grovrn at l_00 plants m-¿ with various
ethephon treaÈments.
Ethephon

Treatment

MS

T1

SpikeS

T2

GroupCl

Before

After

18.6
22.9
18.4

27.4
25.2
24.4

a

74.7

ab

t'7 .2

¿4.L b

b

15.9

22.6

2s .8

25.9

2l..5
23.0
24.3

4.7
t2 .9
10.0

26.3

32.3
39.9

30.7
34.5

-----

198?

Spike

T3
mg

Control

28.s Y

26.7

26.2

GS 35
GS 45

26.7

Ôq

E

aç

26 .6

aç

2

24.3

Control

27 .9

r:c

26.8

q.

29 .6

GS 45

29.1

26 .6
zb .6

32.8 b
34.7 a

32.2
33.6

a

A1l_

Kernel_ r

r_988
?

,?
âc.

ô
?

26 .4

26.5

25 -8
26 -5

1989

Control
GS 45

b
a

-----

1987

Control
GS 35
GS 45

1.57

t.r.3

1.18

a

b
b

b

32.1- b

a

35.8

a

0.0

b

32.1,

21-.1

a

33.6

)

-À

l-ì

3
3

.82

s Pl-ant-1

1.01 a
0.90 ab
0.71 b

0.85
0.'74

0

0.30
.44
0 .33

3.69
3.45
3.L2

0.0s
rì ?"
0.54

0.87
0.70
0.72

0.68
0.67
0.57

0.2s o
0

.47
0.40

3.24
3.22
3.06

0.01
0.06
0.01

l-.58 a
0.89 b

r.32

1-.09
0.83

6.29 a
4.86 b

0.00
0.53

0.7'7

a

.6'l

r_988

Control

(JÞ Jc

GS

45

1.33
r.¿¿
L.22

3.26
? ?q
3.07

1989

Control
cs 45

L.74

a

l_.56 b

1..49

b
a

6.29

q ?o

given for main stems (MS), and tillers L, 2t and 3 (T1, T2, and
T3, respectively), the shoots present in greatest numbers both at
ethephon application and at harvest.
o the terms "before", "after", and. "all-" refer Lo spikes grouped
according to when the shoots on which they appeared were first observed:
before ethephon apprication, after ethephon application, and al_l_ spÍkes
present, respect j_ve1y .
Y I'{eans within a corumn of ethephon treatments for a particurar year
are significantly dífferent if fol-lowed by d.ifferent l-etters, based on
LSD(0.0s).
Õ overall- ethephon treatment F-test NS,' orthogonal- contrast of control
vs- ethephon (mean of two ethephon t.reatments) significant at p<0.05.
@ Means

b

100

at

GS 35

did not cause as g'reat a reduction in kernel weight

application at

GS

as

45. In contrast, ethephon tended. to increase kernel-

weights in 1988. although none of the increases was significant at
P<0.05; ethephon increased kernel weights in 1989, atthough for all_

spikes together' the increase i,¡as not significant.

in l-988 was simiLar to applicatíon at

GS 45

Application at

in its effect on

GS 35

kernel_

weight.

For barley

g:rolârn

at 300 plants *-2 itt

7987

| kernel- weights tended

to be reduced by ethephon, except for spikes appearing after ethephon
application (Table 6-4). Although overaLl ethephon treatment
differences were not significant,

the orthogonal contrast contro1 vs.

ethephon (appÌication times combined.) was sig-nifi-cant for kernel weights

of spikes on late appearing shoots and of aIr spikes together. Kerne1
weights were not affected by ethephon in 19gg. Except for spikes on
late appearing shoots, kernel weights in l-989 tended to be reduced. by
ethephon and the reduction for all shoots taken together was significant
at P<0.10.
For barley grown at 100 prants m-2, overaLl- grain yield prant-l
and grain yield contributed by shoots which vrere present at GS 35 or

45

tended to be reduced by ethephon apprication. whil_e in 19g7 and. 19g9,

late appearing shoots made substantial contributions to grain yield in
ethephon treated barley (chapter five. Table 6.3). The contributions to
yield p-lant-1

mad.e

by main stems and

Tl-f

s were reduced by ethephon in

1987 and. 1989, and a tendency toward red.uction was evj-dent for main

stems and T1's in r-988, and T2 and. T3 in 19g9 (Tabr-e 6.3)

.

Grain yierd prant-1 and grain yield contributed by shoots which
were present at GS 35 or 45 was reduced by ethephon application in 19g7
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Tabl-e 6.4. Kernel- weight and girain yield plant-l of main stems or
groupings of spikes for barley grown at 300 plants m-2 with various
ethephon treatments.
Ethephon

Treatment

Main Stem8

Before

Spike

GroupC)

After

AII

.
- -1r
mq kernel-

1-987

Control

29.4 V

28 .6

(Jò

5J

cs

45

27 .7
27 .8

27 .0
26 o

27 .9

26.9
26.8

9.7
1-6

Õ

.2

r_5.0

27.9

@

25.3
24.8

r_988

Control

cs
cs

35
45

28.7
28.8

27 .6

34. r_
33.1

?2
?2

0.0
2.0
0.0

26.8

6.8
11.5

33.6
31. 9

2't .0
)1

A

1989

Control
GS 45

()
'7

yield plant-1
r_987

Control

7.44

trÞ 5J
GS 45

r_.07 b

ControL

1,.L2 a
0.9r_ b

a

1. r_8 b

1.70 a
1.35 b
1.35 b

0.06 b

1.76

0. L4
0.17 a

1.48

0.00
0.00
0.00

1.46 a
1.21 b
1.30 b

0.02
0.06

L

Õ

r.52

1988

GS 35
GS 45

l-.04

ab

l-.45

r.20

a

b

r_.29 b

1989

Control
GS 45

1.58
1.49

r_.90
r_. B0

.92
1.86

6 Means g:iven for main stems (Ms), the shoots present in greateJ
numbers both at ethephon applícat.ion and at harvest.
Q rhe terms "before", "after". and "arr', refer to spikes grouped.
according to when the shoots on which they appeared were first
observed: before ethephon application, after ethephon apprication,
and all spikes present, respectively.
Y Means within a col-umn of ethephon treatments for a particurar year
are significantly different if fol-l-owed by different l-etters. based. on

LSD (0.05) .
Õ overall ethephon treatment F-test NS,. orthogonal contrast. of
control vs. ethephon (mean of two ethephon treatments) significant at

P<0.05.

ro2

and 1988 for barrey g:rown at 300 prants m-2, and l-ate appearing shoots
made

a significant contribution to grain yield in ethephon treated

barley only in 1987 (chapter five, Tab1e 6.41. Main stems were
virtually

the only shoots present at ethephon application.

yield contribut,ions were reduced by ethephon application in
l-988 (Table 6.4).

rn 1988, ethephon applíed at

and.

main stem

l_987 and

GS 35 appeared

to

red.uce

main stem g'rain yíeld more than ethephon appríed at Gs 45,. in this case,

the curt.ivar by ethephon treatment interaction was significant at
P<0.05, and the greater reduction of yield when eÈhephon was appried at

cs 35 compared with application at

GS 45 was

limited t.o Àrgyle barrey.
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6.5 DfscuEsíon.
The observation of tiller

emergence, tiller

senescence. and

contributíon to yierd of specific titi-ers in plants treated with
ethephon indicated that ethephon promoted the emergence of tíllers

reratively late in crop development, after heading, but also that
late appearing tillers

such

could make a substantial- contribution to grain

yield (chapter five) . The yield component observations

mad.e

for

individual shoots atl-ow for the more detailed examination of ethephon
effects on kernel-s spiks-1 and kernel weight presented here

compared

with the observation of kernels spike-l and kernet weight based on bulk
harvested samples,
Etheptron appJ-ied to barley caused reductions in kernels spike-l ir,

all three years of the study, for both plant d.ensities. This is
consistent v¡ith the observations of others (Bahry, 1-988;
1-988)

. The potential of ethephon to induce male sterility

Simmons

et

aJ_.,

ín cereal-

fl-orets (Hughes et aI., l-9?5; stoskopf and Law, lg72) provid.es part of
the explanation for the observed reductions in kerners spike-1,
especially in cases where actual red.uctions were observed. for specific
shoots (main stems, T1, 12,

T3)

. However, in two of the three years of

this study, a further apparent red.uction in kernel-s spike-1

was

at.trj-butabl-e to the promotion of tiLLer emergence caused by ethephon

(chapter five).

Fewer kerneLs were produced on tillers

emergiing after

ethephon application compared with those which emerged before ethephon

application; therefore, in l-987 and 1989. kernels spj-ks-1 for ethephon
treated barrey was apparentry red.uced compared. with untreated barley
partly because the former included many late till-ers while the 1atter
did not. The apparent increase of kernets spike-l with ethephon

I

(Jl+

application for late appearing shoots compared with untreated barley

was

due to the increased frequency of appearance and promoted growth of such

till-ers rather than to a direct increase of kernels spiks-1.
The reduced kernels spike-l found. on main stems and early tillers

implies that lodging resistance in ethephon treated. barley is in part
conferred by the reduced weight often carried on stems, since any factor
which decreases the force apptied to a cereal stem wilt decrease the
tendency to lodge (Neenan and Spencer-Smith. L975) .

Lod.ging resistance

in ethephon treated barley has been at,tríbuted to reduced. stem
elongation (Brown and Early, t973; E'nLz, 1988; Neenan and. spencer-smith,
1975)

, and possibl-y enhanced stem strengrth (Selga et aJ_.,

l_995)

.

Kerners spiks-1 for main stems of barley g'rown at the 1ow prant

density was reduced simil-arly by apprication of ethephon at

GS 35

or

45

in l-98? and l-988, while kernels spiks-1 for 12 was not affected by
application at

GS

35.

For T1, kerneJ-g spike-l was not affected by

appJ-ication at Gs 35 in 198?, but was reduced in 1999. This variabl_e
response may be explained by the gametocidal properties of ethephon:

apparently, simil-ar numbers of main stem fl-orets were near the critical
pre-meiotic pollen mother cell stage at either
T2' no fl-orets were at a critical
35, and for T1,

some

GS 35

or 45. while for

stage when et.hephon was applied at

florets were at a critical

GS

stage in 19gg but not

l-987. Generally, barley was somewhat more sensitive to reductions in
J<ernel-s

-1 when et.hephon was apptied
spike-r
at

GS 45

than at

GS 35,.

however, early boot stage (GS 4l--45) applications are most effective for

lodging control (Brown and. Earty,

1_gl,3l

.

The observation that fl-oret abortion in et.hephon treated spikes

tended to be concentrated in the basal- and apical regions of the spike
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Provides further evidence that ethephon induced reductions in kernel-s
-1 can be attributed to ethephon's g'ametocidal properties.
spiks-r

FIoret

maturity is known to be l-ess advanced at a given time in the basal- and.
apical region of the spike compared with the central region (Bonnett,
1935), providing for the possibility
f

that when ethephon is appried,

some

l-orets may be before or beyond the most sensitive stag,e of d.evelopment.

Stoskopf and Law (I9'12) observed complete steril-ization of a1l- three

anthers in some fl-orets on ethephon treated. plants, but some anthers in

other fl-orets were merely delayed in polren rerease. Although
sequential microscopic examinations woul-d be necessary for confirmation,
such a deray in pollen release may contribute to t.he general_ deray in

maturity observed wit.h ethephon application (chapter four) r even though
Iate till-ers probably make a greater contribution to the maturity d.e1ay.
Ethyrene rel-ease from ethephon is known to be temperature
dependent, increasing in rate with temperature (Olien and Bukovac,

l-978), offering a Potential explanation for the differences in magnitude

of kernels spiks-l red.uctions from year to year. Generally, the
reductions were largest in 1989, folrowed by

J_9g7 and.

l_9gg.

However/

temperatures in the seven day period fol-lowing ethephon application, the

period over which most ethylene reLease

woul-d be expected.

(Lurssen, 1982), were highest in l-997, forrowed by

1-9gg

to occur

and 19g9.

Evidently. other environmental factors also affected the magnitud.e of
the effect of ethephon on kernels spike-1.
whi-le d.ifferential cultivar responses to ethephon have been

observed (simmons et aI., l-9BB; Dahnous et al., 1,gg2), and were expected

in this study based on prior experience with the two curtivars (Bahry.
1988; E'nLz, L988), only slight evidence of cul-tivar differences

emerg'ed
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in this study. in which Argyle barley grown at 300 plants *-2 i.,

19gg

exhibited slightly greater sensitivity to ethephon's gametocidal
properties.

The underlying physÍological mechanisms of differential

cul-tivar responses to ethephon do not appear to be understood,. however.
such dj-fferences are ultimately manifested in differing effects on
individual yietd components such as kernels spike-1, and spÍkes plan¿-1,
for which slight evidence of differential cultivar response has also
been presented (chapter five).

Reductions in kernels spike-l for individual- shoots caused by
ethephon were reflected in reductions in contributions to kernels

Plant-1 for those shoots. Ethephon caused Iarg.e red.uctions in kernel-s
Plant-l contributed by individual shoots barley grov¡n at l-00 plants m-2
in 1989, because both kerners spike-l and spikes plant-1 (chapter five)
were reduced- Despite the increase in total kernel-s plant-1 caused by
ethephon ín l-987 at the low plant densíty, yierd prant-l was not

affected by ethephon because kernel wej-ght was al-so reduced by ethephon.
The effects of ethephon on kernel weights in this study were
inconsistent, being negat.ive, niJ-, and positíve in rggj, l_9gg, and 19g9,
respectivery. The reduction in overal-l- average kernet weight in 19g7
partly due to the presence of l-ate appearing tillers wj-th rel-atively
lower kernel weig'hts, but the reduction was still apparent even when

was

onry shoots which appeared before ethephon apprication were considered.
Because ethephon arso promoted

the appearance of tilr-ers while

infl-orescences on early shoots were at a beginning stag,e of

kerner_

development in

kernel_

1'98'7

| a possible explanation f or the red.uced

weights observed is that developing kernels were ín competition with
dependent tillers

for photosynthate, a possibirity which is the subject

L07

of research presented in chapter seven. Support.ing evid.ence is provided
by Kirby and Jones (tg'ti)

and.

chafai E1 Araoui et aI. (19gg) who

found.

that removal- of emerg'ing til-ters resulted in increased kernel weights
for main stems - with rel-atively fewer rate til_lers appearing after
ethephon treatment in 1988, developing kernels were not subjected. to the
same

lever of competiti-on, and therefore, kernel weights h¡ere not

reduced by ethephon.

Explanation for the increased kernel weights observed with
ethephon treatment in 1989 is more complex, since ethephon promoted late

tíIlering
may have

to a simil-ar extent as in j_9g? (chapter five) . Three factors
contributed to kernel- weight increases in 19g9. First,

although lodging occurred in both years, the prevention of J_odging by
ethephon was most pronounced in l-999 (Iodging. $/as more generar in

l-9g?

because of greater severity of lodging events), and the reduction of

lodging may result in kerner weight increases (Foy and. witt,

1,9g-7;

et aI', L988),' second, available nitrogen after summerfal-low
higher in 1989 than 198? (chapter three), possibly timiting
Simmons

was

photoassimil-ate avaiLabil-ity in 1987 compared with 19g9 (higher kernel
weights and yields j-n 1989 compared. with the other two years were likeÌy
due to greater nitrog'en availability

and.

more favourable early season

moisture and temperature conditions),. third, et.hephon caused the
senescence of some early shoots with their heads in the boot stage, and

transfer of carbon assimilates from these senescing til_l_ers to the
remainder of the plant (Lauer and. simmons, lggg) may have resul_ted in
less competitive situation between developing inflorescences and l-ate
til-Iers.

a
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Reduced

kernels spike-l and kernel weight with ethephon affected

both l-ow and high plant densÍties, while compensatory tilrer
occurred primarily at the low plant density.

growth

overall grain yield.

was

either reduced by ethephon, t11pical at the high plant density, or was
not affected' tlpical at the low plant density because of the g.reater
tendency for increased spikes-1 to compensate for d.ecreased. kerneLs

spiks-l and/or kernel weight. Despite increased. kernel wej-ghts and
promoted tiller

emergence and spike development

in 1989, absolute grain

yield of barley grown at l-00 prant.s *-2 ras reduced due to red.uced
-'l
kernels spikç-r
and the compJ-ete senescence of some early shoots
(chapter five),' however. combine harvestable yield tend.ed to

be

increased for ethephon treated barley compared with untreated. barley,
because of reduced lodging (chapter four)

.

The increased lodging resistance conferred. by ethephon is

attributed to reduced plant height (Brown and Early, Lgi3; EnLz, l_9gg;
Neenan and spencer-smith, 1975) and perhaps increased straw strength

through increased dry matter accumulation per unit length (Se]ga et al_..
1985), althougih this increased accumulation appears to be in the form of

non-sLructural carbohydrate (Knapp et al., ]-9gl-l. The studies presented
here sugg'est that the decreased weight carried. on a stem d.ue to reduced
kerners spike-1,
make

and.

to a l-esser extent red.uced kernel weight, may also

a considerabl-e contríbution to rod.ging resistance.

rn this study, ethephon consistentry reduced. kerners spike-1 in
treated barley, and sometimes reduced kernel weight. These negative
effects were onÌy partially
emerg'ence and

compensated by

the promotion of tate tiIIer

spike devel0pment.. where severe l0dging can

be

anticipated based on knowl-edge of growíng cond.itions, the use of

r09

et'hephon may reduce

lodging and increase harvestabl-e grain yield despite

reductions in kernels spike-l, kernel weight, and absol-ute grain yield.
Hov¡ever, where the risk of lodging is unknown or is not high, the use of

ethephon as an insurance against the possibility

of lodging can not

advised given the risk of yield reductions under western canadian
growing conditions.

be
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7.

ASSTMII,å,TE PÃRTTTIONING BETWEEN I'IÃ,TN STE¡4 ÃND T,.ê,TE_EMERGING TIII,ERS

rN

B.ARTJEY TRE,JATED WTTH ETHEPHObI.

7.1 .AbsÈract

.

Ethephon used for lodging control- in cerea.l- crops has been

observed to promote the growth of tiller

bud.s. Thj-s study was conducted

to determine if changes in photoassimil-ate partitioning could
the promoted g-rowLh of tiIler

expJ-ain

buds in ethephon treated barley, and if

competition between inflorescences and. late developing tillers

could

exprain reduced kernel- weights sometimes observed. in response to
ethephon treatment. .A.rgyre barley was g'rown in the fierd in 19g9.

at 3, 10, and 21 days after ethephon application at
applied to the flag

and.

GS

45,

14CO2

and

*."

penuJ-timate l-eawes of both control ..ra ltn"prlor-,

treated plants; plants were harvested 24 hours rater.

At three

days

after ethephon application' more 1 c-assimilate was found. in the centraland basal- internodes and till-er

buds in ethephon treated plants. while

less was found in the peduncle and the penultimate internode, and to a
lesser extent the inflorescence. Ten days after ethephon application,
40 percent of 14c-assj-milate exported from labelled leaves was recovered

from l-ate-emerged till-ers on ethephon treated plants, with red.uced
recovery from the peduncle and penultimate internode and the central_
int.ernodes, compared. with control plants.

By 2r days after application,

most exported 14C-assimilate was recovered from the infl-oresence in both

control and ethephon treated pl-ants/ and the late-emerged tillers on the
latter accounted. for only five percent of the activity recovered. The
study demonstrated that enhanced photoassimilate availabil-ity in the
stem below the penultímate l-eaf makes an important contribution to l_ate

tiller

bud growth in ethephon treaLed prants, and that enhanced
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availability

of assimilate may be due to the reduced requirement of

elongat.ing internodes higher on the plant.

that late-emerged tillers

The study also demonstrated.

depend heaviry on the main stem for

assimilates during their early growth; the reduced assimilate
requirement of elongating stems prowides for most of the necessary

assimilate, but there may also be some competition between d.eveloping
infl-orescences and late till-ers leading to kernel- weight reductions with
ethephon t.reatment.
7

.2 Introduct,íon.
when appried

to cerear crop plants at the boot stage (Zadoks

GS

4l-45), the pl-ant growth regulator ethephon inhibits elong:ation of the
uppermost several- internodes of the sLem, resulting in shorter plants

which are more resistant to lodging (Brown and Earty I rg:.3; Entz,

19BB)

.

Yield components are affected, by ethephon application, with promoted
appearance of l-ate-emergingi tilÌers

(Hirr et al_..

1_992; Netherlands,

1989), increased spikes pfant-1 (Bahry, rggg; Morena et. ar-., 19gg;
simmons

et aJ-., 1988) and decreased. kerners spike-l (Bahry,

Simmons

et aI., L988) being reported. Kernel_ weight increases have been

19gg;

observed when lodging was prevented by ethephon (Foy and witt,

Hirt et al., L982;

simmons

et al., l-988), whiJ-e decreases are

reported when ethephon was applied but no lodging occurred in

r9g-7;

sometimes
comparabJ-e

untreated barley (Bahry, 1988; Simmons et aJ_., 19gg).
rncreased spikes prant-1 \,¡ith ethephon appJ-ication have

been

attributed to the promotíon by ethephon of g'rowth and survival of tateemergingi til-l-ers (chapter five) . Non-growing or slow-g,rowing till-er
buds may be present in the axirs of many leaves at the time

when

ethephon is applied sometime during the boot stage (Aspinal1, 196r;

LI2

Jewiss, t9'72) . Johnston and Jeffcoat
g-rowth and emerg-ence of t.ilter

(1_977

) attributed suppressed

buds during rapid stem elongation to

competition for photoassimil-ates in favour of the erongating

tiJ-ler

emergience

stem,.

could then resume as the fJ-ag leaf became the primary

supplier for the deweloping inflorescence, relieving the competition for
assimilates at bud sj-tes. Such resumption of tiller
emerg'ence has sometimes been observed

bud elongation

and

after head.ing (ÀspinalÌ, :-96r;

Kirby, 1967). The importance of stem elongation in suppressi_on or
promotíon of til-Ier bud growth is also indicated by the work of Jewiss
(I972) | who reported increased tj-llering

in wheat when elongation

was

inhibited with appticatj-on of (2-chJ-oroethyl)trimethy]-ammonium chlori¿e,
but decreased tiÌl-ering when elongation was enhanced with application of
GAs.

Plant growth substances al-so appear to contribute to the outgrowth
of til-ler buds. The application of the auxin inhibitor 2,3,5-tr!iodobenzoic acid (TIBA), or the destruction of the apical meristem

to tilrer

bud growth, whiLe if naphthal-ene acetic acid (an auxin)

l-ed.

was

applied t.o the destroyed. apical meristem, till-er bud g'rowth did not
occur (Leopo1d, 1949). Harrison and Kaufman (1990 ; lgg4) found. that
changes in the bal-ance of auxin and. cytokinin at bud sites, in favour of

cytokinin, promoted bud outgrowth: they found. that gravistimulation,
decapitation, and inflorescence emergence, a1l of which are thought to
reduce auxin concentration at bud sitesr promoted. bud outgrowth; and.
ethyrene was shown to inhibit transport of auxin to the bud, thus
promoting bud outg'rowth.

A substantial portion of 14C-assimil-ate from the l-ower leaves of
wheat main stems was incorporated in tiJ-l-er infloresences (Rawson and

r13

Hofstra' 1969). The removaL of til-lers from barley resulted. in main
stems with more and heavier kernel-s (chafai Er Al-aoui et aI., 19gg;

Kirby and Jones,

L977)

decreased tiller

dry weight (Aspinal-l-, l-963) .

. Removal of g'reen leaves from barl-ey main stems

removed from wheat main stems.

tilIer

senescence was delayed' fewer tillers

vrihen

young ]eaves were

bud outgrowth was promoted, ti]Ier
senesced, and til-Ieríng' resumed

after heading (Laude, I975). These resul-ts d.emonstrate that till-ers
depend on main stems for early growth, and compete with young leaves and

the main stem infl-orescence for Iímited assimilate resources, suggesting
Lhe possibílity

that reductions in kernel- weight with ethephon treatment

of barley may be due to competition with developing tillers

promoted by

ethephon.
The objectives of this study were to determine if the application

of ethephon to barley results in enhanced availabiJ_ity of photoassimil-ate to till-er

buds thus promoting theír growth. and. to det.ermine

to what degree competítion between developing graj-n and late till-ers
coul-d serve to explain the reductions in kernel weight often observed,

v¡ith ethephon application.

IL4

?.3 Materials and !4eLhods
Argyle barrey was sown in plots on May 1-2, 1989, at a rate giving

a pJ-ant stand of 300 plants m2, using cultural- practices given in
chapter three.

This high density was used to obtain plants which

were

reratively sj-mpre morphologícalry, consisting of only a main stem, one
or Lwo dead tillers,

and one or two non-emerg'ed tiller

of ethephon application.

buds at the time

Half of the plots, rand.omly selected., received

ethephon at zadoks growth stage 45. At 37 10, and

21,

days after

ethephon application, 6-8 plants were sel-ected from an ethephon treated

plot and from an untreated plot for labelÌing with 14Co2. Selection
made on

the basis of uniformity with respect to degree of

was

stem

elongation, number of l-eaves, and number of senesced. til_rers,. on days
and 21 after ethephon application. selection criteria

10

al-so included the

absence of l-ate-emerged til-Iers on untreated plants, and the presence of

similarry developed late-emerged tillers
!4co2

r.¡as

on ethephon treated. prants.

g'enerated and. applied to plants by the proced.ures given

in chapter three. The flag

and.

penultimate leaf bl-ad.es of a plant to

be

treat.ed with 14co2 were encLosed in smatl poryethylene bags, and the gas
containing !4coz was injected into the bag. Each bag was left in prace

for 30 min.
Twenty-four hours after treatment with 14Co2, plants (above-ground

port.ion only) were taken from the field,

senesced leaves and till_ers

were removed, and the remaining green portions were separated into the

following parts: the treated l-eaf blades and sheaths, alI other leaves,
the inflorescence' the ped.uncl-e and penultimate internode includÍng the
flag and penultimate leaf nodes, the basal- group of internodes and. nodes
to which til-l-ers or till-er buds were attached/ the remaining internod.es
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and nodes, any tiller

buds which were present, and any fate-emerged.

til-lers which !'¡ere present. The parts were dried at 90oC for 24 hours.
cool-ed and stored in desiccators, weighed, and chopped. finely.
Two subsamples weÍghing approximately 50-1000 mg were taken from

the chopped material for each rarge plant part, depending on anticipated
act.ivity.

The subsamples, or all- material for smalr plant parts, were

oxidized using a biological oxid.izer, and radioactivity was counted
using a J-iquid scíntitl_ation counter.

Data (dry weight and relative
pj-ant part) were subjected to

Institute,

7982)

SAS

amount

of radioactivity for each

analysis of variance procedures

(SAS

.

7.4 Resu1ts.
Total- activity

apptied was approximately 500 and 410 kBq plant-l

on days 3 and 21 after ethephon application, respect.ively, and. uncertain
on day 10 because of some manometer J-eakage. Total- activity

recovered

after 24 hours was 274(+7ol I rzs(+24), and ris(+22) kBq for treatments
3, 10. and 21 days after ethephon application, respectively. control_
and ethephon treated plants did. not d.iffer from each other with respect

to total activily

recovered.

Three days after treatment with ethephon, plants sel_ected from
conLrol- and treated plots were visually sj_milar, having eight leaves,

2-3 of which had senesced, and 1-2 senesced til-lers;

however, although

plant heights were not measured, it was visualry apparent that the
degree of spike emergence was l-ess on treated plants than on untreated
prants, with spikes fulry

emerged.

but peduncr-es not yet visibre

on

untreated plants (GS 58), and spikes about halfway emerged on ethephon
treated plants (GS 55). Ànthesis had noÈ yet occurred.

LL6

on the third day after ethephon apprication at Gs 45, about 90
percent of 14C-assimilate exported from the flag and penuJ-timate leaves

in control plants was recovered from the infLorescence and the upper two
internodes, and most of the remaining'
central internodes (Tabl-e 7.I) .

1_0

percent was recovered. from the

Compared.

with control pJ_ants,

Less

14c-assimiLate was recovered from the upper two internodes and the

infl-orescence (NS) in plants treated with eLhephon, whire more

r.ras

recovered from central and basal internodes, and. tj-l1-er buds. The dry

weight of the infl-oresence and. the upper two internod.es was l-ower in
ethephon treated prants than in controL plants, but there was no

difference in relative activity

(activity S-1) . The dry weight of the

central. internodes and tii-ler buds was higher ín ethephon treated. plants
than in control- plants, and the relative activity in central and basal

internodes, and ín til-ler bud.s was greater for ethephon treated plants.
For l-eaves other than the flag and penuJ_timat.e reaves, control and.
ethephon treated prants di-ffered slightry but significantly

rerative and total activity.

in both

but did. not d.iffer in dry weight,

and, these

leaves accounted for less than 0.5 percent of the recovered actívity.

control and ethephon treated plants did not d.iffer with respect to the
weight of flag and penuJ-timate leaves or the portion of tota1 activity
which was exported from the fJ-ag and penultimate leaves (60 and

64

percent for control- and ethephon treated plants, respectively).
Pl-ants sel-ected 10 days after ethephon appJ_ication had nine

reaves. 3-4 of which had senesced, and 1-2 senesced early tillers,.
sel-ected et.hephon treated prants had 1-2 J_eaves on each of one or two

late-emerged tilJ-ers, whire sel-ected. untreated prants had no rateemerg'ed

tillers;

spike emerg-ence was complete on both treated

and

TL7

Table 7.1. Weight and radioactivity recovered after 24 hours from
various plant parts of bartey tea l4co2 through the flag and penultimate
leaves 3 days after treatment with ethephon.

Pl-ant Part

Inflorescence
Penultimate
and flag Leaves

Other Leaves

Treatment Weiqht
s
Control
Ethephon

0.341-8
0.301-2

Control

0.3822
0.3740

Ethephon

Control

Ethephon

Relative

Activitv
sq g-1

Activitv
Bq

aQ 27988i Y
b
2'7 6585

0.4453
0.4161

Portion of
Activity

Total

percent

93228
8358

s3.00
47.56

9

300957

1r_6349

267 585

99600

806 b
1153 a

Recovered@

3s3 b
480 a

Peduncle and
Control_
penult. internodes Ethephon

0.1784 a
0.1475 b

37645g
36'7241,

Cent.ral internodes Control-

Ethephon

0.4315 b
0.4909 a

30g05 b
5ii42 a

28422 a

Control
Ethephon

0.1_358
0.1392

7435 b
2446L a

341_5 a

Control
Ethephon

0.0045 a

Basal internodes
Til-i-er Buds

0.001-8

b

40900
144000

b
a

37.80
3r..89

65937
541_70

t_3339

L

gg2 b

90 b

630

0.22
0.30
a

b

8.29 b
17.50 a
0.64
2.31
0.06
.44

0

@ Portion of total activity recovered, exclud.ing the flag and
penultimate (treated) l-eaves.
f) I'{eans within control vs. ethephon treatment comparisons for specj-f ic
plant parts are different at P<0.05 if fol]owed by d.ifferent l-etters.
Y Maximum counting error is 5å. For actívities greater than 1500 Bq,
counting error is less than or equal to 1t.

b
a
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untreated plants, but a height difference of about 10 cm was obvious.
Many kernel-s were expanded

or expanding, indicating that anthesis

recently taken place in most florets

(GS

had

6?-?1); spikes from control_ and

ethephon treated prants r\rere not inspected croseJ-y enough to detect

differences in the degree to which anthesis had taken place.
About 80 percent ot 14C-assimilate from control- plants label-led. at
10 days after ethephon apptication was recovered from the stem, most in

the upper two internodes, followed by the central internodes.
small- extent the basal internodes (Tabl_e 7 .2) .

and.

to

a

Virtually al_l of the

remaining l4c-assimilate was recovered from the inftorescence.

The

inflorescence of ethephon treated plants contained a similar amount of
1 C-assimilate as that of control- plants, but much l-ess 14g-assimil-ate
bras recovered from

the upper two and central internodes in ethephon

treated plants than in control- plants.

About 40 percent of the activíty

recovered from ethephon treated plants was found in l-ate-emerged.

til-lers.

Tiller buds on control plants accounted for a negligible

portion of the recovered activity.

By weight, the inflorescence and

central- internodes on ethephon treated plants r.rere non-significantly

Iighter than those on control plants, and the ped.uncle and penultimate
internode were lighter on ethephon treated plants.

Ti1lers on ethephon

treated plants accounted for about eight. percent of the dry weíght
pfant-l. ReJ-ative activity was red.uced in the upper two and. centraf
internodes of ethephon treated pJ-ants compared with control ptants, but

the strength of tillers

on ethephon treated prants as sinks is

demonstrated by their draw of 40 percent of the 14c-assimilate whíl_e
compos

j-ng only eight percent of the dry weig-ht. For l-eaves other than

the flag and penultimate leaves, control and ethephon treated plants did
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TabJ.e 7 .2. Weight and rad.i-oactivity recovered after 24 hours from
various plant parts of barley fea 14CO2 through the flag and penultimate
leaves 1-0 days after treat,ment with ethephon.

Plant Part
Inf l-orescence

Relative
Activitv
¡q g-1

Treatment weight
S
ControJ-

0.5812

?'t ?to

4

19.05

2s393

r_37 5 8

r_8.86

0.3405

t44433

0.371_3

r.25090

48783
46429

ç¿

JLJLV

Ethephon

0.5528

Penultimate
and flag leaves

ControÌ
Ethephon

Other Leaves

Control_
Ethephon

0.51i-6

99s

.52'77

7 3'7

Peduncle and
Control
penult. internodes Ethephon

0.3470
0.2459

Central- internodes Control

Ethephon

0

O.iig'7

Control
0.1096
Et.hephon 0.l_030

Tili-er (s)

Ethephon

Tillers

Buds

0.2192

Control-

0.0024
(+0.0023)

)

(+57 635

1-'7

20

502
386

0.60
0.57

36820 b
12294 a

42.66

301-34

b

14093 a
27'76 a
Tqqq h

138 973

(+0 . 0s75

)

1,1432t a
s07sL b

25660
20602

(+sD)

(+sD

a
b

39244 a
20598 b

0.6953

Basal internodes
Õ

u,
¡

portion of
Total_ Activity
Activitv Recovered@
percent
Bq

)

20100
(+L6200)

28928
(+8955)
40
(+27)

]-'7.

a

68 b

34.45 a
20.08 b
3.20
r oô
39.94
(+4.9"1)

0.05
(+0.04)

@ Portion of total activity recovered., excludi"glhu il^g
penultimate (treated) leaves.
"'ã
O Means within controL vs. ethephon treatment comparisons for specific
plant parts are different at P<0.05 j-f followed by different l-elters.
Y Maximum counting error is 5t- For activities g.reater than 1500 Bq,
counting error is l_ess than or equal to 1%.
Õ weights and' activities recovered were combined. in cases where more
than one tí]ler had emerged. Emerg.ed tirlers were present onry on
ethephon treated plants,' viLal tilÌer buds were present onÌy on untreated
pJ-ants.
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not differ in relative activity,

total actj-vity, or dry weight.. control

and ethephon treated plants did not differ with respect to the portion

of total- activity which was exported from the flag and penultimate
leaves (64 and 61- percent for control
respectively)

and. ethephon

treated plants,

.

Plants se]ected 21 days after ethephon application had eight
leaves, 3-4 of which had senesced, and 1-2 senesced early til-rers,.
sel-ected ethephon treated plants had l--2 late-emerged tillers,

each with

3-4 leaves, about half the height of the main stem, and at the frag leaf
or early boot stage,- ethephon treated plants h¡ere approximately 10 cm
shorter than untreated plants.
grain filling
By

21-

Kernels

period (cS 7?-83)

r^rere

about midway through the

.

days after ethephon application at cS 45f al-most 90 percent

of 14c-assimilate exported from labell-ed. l-eaves was found in the
infl-orescence of control plants, and much of the remainder was in the
upper two internodes (Tabl-e 7.31 ,

In comparison, slightly but not

less 14c-assimil-ate was found in the infl-orescence of
ethephon treated plants, and. less in the upper two internodes. but about
significantly

five percent was found in the late-emerged. tillers.
The peduncle and
penultimate internode were lighter in ethephon treated plants than in
control plants, and the central internod.es and inflorescence
slightly but not significantly
pÌants

composed about

lighter.

were

Tillers on ethephon treated

nine percent of the d.ry weight. The relative

activit.y of the major sinks, the infl0rescence and the upper two
int'ernodes did not differ between control- and. ethephon treated. pl-ants,
and arthough tillers

stil-r appeared to be moderately strong sinks

on

ethephon treated pJ-ants, their draw of five percent of the exported

I2\
Table 7.3. Weight and radioactivity recovered after 24 hours from
various plant parts of barley ted 14CO2 through the flag and penultimate
leaves 21 days after treatment with et.hephon.

PLant Part

Treatment

Weiq.ht

-1
rjqg'

s
fnfl-orescence

Control

Relative
Activitv

.6962 Q
7.6382

Penul-timate
and flag leaves

Control_
Ethephon

0.3539

135660

48427

0.3691_

]-435't

52995

Other Leaves

Control

Ethephon

0.28s9
0.3697

Peduncle and
Control_
penult. internodes Ethephon

0.346?
0.2345

Central- internodes Control

Basal internodes

Till-er (s)

Õ

a
b

63674 Y

105441-

66256

108768

4

RecoveredO

Bq

Ethephon

1.

Portion of
.ê,ctivÍty

Tot.al
Activitv

percent
88.38
85. r_0

3t¿
552

105 b
209 a

2'l 4'7 6
26880

9382 a
6414 b

8.05 a
4.91 b

0.10
0.l-7

Ethephon

0.6020

5043 b

3080 b

2

0.531_4

9220 a

4591-

3.66

Control

0.3084
0.3058

28'7 5

3622

9t4
tL24

Ethephon
Ethephon
(+sD)

0.3592
(+0. t t_58)

1,90 42

(+t_t_099)

a

637 9
(+4032)

.66

0.82
0.90
5 .25
(+3.83)

@ Portion of total- activity recovered., excluding the frag and
penultimate (treated) l-eaves.
C) Means within control- vs. ethephon treatment comparisons for specific
plant parts are different at P<0.05 if followed by d.ifferent letters.
Y Maximum counting error is 5?. For activities greater than 15oo Bg,
counting error j-s l_ess than or equal to 1t.
@ weights and. activities recovered were combined in cases where more
than one tiller had emerged. Emerged ti.l-lers were present only on
ethephon treated plants.
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14c-assimilate with nine percent of the dry weight indicates
a l-arge
drop in relative strength since the observation on the tenth day after
ethephon appJ-ication. For leaves other than the flag and penultimate

leaves, control and ethephon treated plants

d.id. not.

differ significantly

in rerative activíty or dry weight. and although they did differ in
totai- activity,

their uptake of activity was almost negrigible in

comparison to that taken up by other portions of the plant. in either

Control and ethephon treated plants did not d.j-ffer wíth respect
to the portion of totaf activity which was exported. from the flag and
case

'

penultimate l-eaves (?1 percent for both control and ethephon treated.
plants).

7.5 Discusgion.
At the plant density used, Iate-emerged tillers
after

(Lhose appearing,

45) appeared on both control- plants and pJ_ants treated with
ethephon in 1989 (chapter five) . More appeared on ethephon treat.ed
GS

plants compared to untreated plants, with 0.3 and 0.1 plant-l surviving
to produce g'rain for treated and control plants, respectively. Because
the objectives of this study were to und.erstand why ethephon promot.ed
the appearance of such tillers. and to determine the level of
competition between such til-l-ers and the developing main stem
infl-orescence' on days 10 and 21 after ethephon applÍcation only pl-ants
without late-emerged t,ill-ers v¡ere sel-ected from control plots, and. only

plants with late-emerged til-l-ers were selected from ethephon treated
plots (on day three after ethephon application, the devej_opment of such
till-ers coul-d not yet be observed., so plants were sel-ected based, onl-y on
their appearance of uniformity with one another) . Because the
observation of gross photoassimil-ate partitioning in the ptant was of
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more interest than partitioning

from indívidual_ reaves. flag,

and

penultimate leaves were labelled together, since together they account

for most of the assimilate avail-abte to the rest of t.he plant. during the
spike emergence and grain firling

stages (patrick, !972;

Rawson and

Hofstra, l-969).
Control and ethephon treated plants did not d.iffer with respect to
the weight of flag and penultimate leaves, or with respect to the amount
of assimil-ate exported from flag and penultimate l-eaves. An earlier
study indicated that control- and ethephon treated pJ-ants did. not differ

with respect to photosynthetic rates in frag
(Moes' unpublished data) .

and.

penultimate ]eaves

Therefore. the following assumptions can

be

in the interpretation of these resul-ts: that the total amount of
14c-assimilate exported from flag and penultimate leaves is
similar for
control and ethephon treated plants, and therefore, that d.ifferences

made

between control and treated. plants refl-ect d.ifferential

the

same

partitioning of

relative amount of photosynthate.

Within three days after the application of ethephon, substantially
more assimil-ate was present in the central_ and basal nodes

and.

int.ernodes of treated pl-antsr assimirate apparentty made available by

the reduced eJ-ongation and assimilate requirement of the ped.uncle

and

penurtimate internode, and perhaps by delayed. or reduced infloresence

development. Til-Ier buds on ethephon treated plant.s were heavier than
those on untreated plants and contained. a g,reater concentration of
1 c-assimil-ate, ind.icating that they were
erongating and acting.

as

assimilate sinks. while not ruring' out the possÍbírity that plant
growth substances may be involved ín the out.growth of these til-Ier buds,

these resul-ts make it cLear that assimil-ate availability

in ethephon
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treated plants compared $¡ith untreated plants is important in the
enhanced outgrowth of tíller buds on ethephon treated plants. others
have also observed enhanced til-ler
enhanced assimil_ate availability

7975; williams and r,ang'er, 1975) .

bud outgrrowth with factors that
(,fohnston and Jeffcoat, ir9-1.7; Laude,
The inverse rel_ationship of tirler

bud growth and main stem (or advanced tiller

stem) elongation

sug'gests the invol-vement of assimil-ate avaiJ-ability in tiller
(ÀspinarJ-

| 196r,' .Tewiss, r9i2; rrohnston

although tilter

and.

,reffcoat, rg7'7),

al_so

bud growth
and

buds can be induced to grow with antí-auxins such

as

TÏBA without an obvious effect on stem growth, changes in 14c-assimilate

availability

to buds ar-so accompany bud growth so ind.uced (Jewiss.

r972).

Àt l-0 days after ethephon apprication, rate-emerged tirrers on
ethephon treated plants were d.rawing 40 percent of the 14c-assimilate
exported from labelred reaves. This assimilate was apparently made
avail-able by reduced e]-ongation and assimir-ate requirement by the
peduncJ-e and penultímate

internode, and the central_ internodes, with
el-ongation of t.hose internodes being inhibited by ethephon. The
depend'ence

of young tillers

on main stems or more advanced till-ers

for

suppries of photosynthate has ar-so been demonstrated by others
(Aspinall, 1963; chafai Er- Alaoui et al., r-9gg; Ra$¡son and. Hofstra,
1969)

.

By 21' days after ethephon apprication, the major assimifate sink
on both control and ethephon treated pì-ant.s was the infroresence.
Lateemerged

tillers

d.rew

onry a smalr portion of the 14c-assimilate,

available primarily from the red.uced requirement of the shortened
internodes at the top of the p]ant, and ind.icating that such
till_ers
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were functioning nearly independent of the main stem. The

of

d.emand.

til-lers for main stem photosynthate has been observed. to decline with
time (Lauer and Simmons, 1985); tillers may (Lupton, 1966) or may not
(Rawson and

Hofstra, l_969) become completely ind.ependent of the main

stem.

on day 10, less than 20 percent of exported l c-assimil_ate

was

recovered from the infl-orescence of bot.h control and ethephon treated

plants, cornpared with about 50 and g5 percent on days 3 and 21,
respectivery. A similar phenomenon was observed by patric|* (r9i2) in
wheat when movement of assimirate from the fJ-ag leaf to the

infl-orescence grad.ually increased after the flag J-eaf expanded., dropped

before anthesis, but increased again after anthesis such that the flag
leaf became t.he sole supprier for the devel-oping spike. Rawson and
Hofstra (l-969) also reported a large drop in the recovery of 14C_
assimilate from the Ínflorescence when wheat flag 1eaves were fed. tlro,
at anthesis, compared with 14co2 applications at spike emerg.ence or at
early grain firling; they observed a corresponding d.ecrease ín the
growth rate of the infi-orescence at anthesis. The observation at

10

days after ethephon application in the present study may have been at

a

time when the assimilate requirement of the inflorescence was beginning
to increase after a period of relativeÌy low requirement; observation of
1A^

'=c-assimr-l-ate partitioning
much

larg'er

a day or two later may then have shown

a

by the ínfr-orescence. rn control plants, a large
percentage of 14c-assimilate from the fJ-ag and penultimate l-eaves was
demand

recovered from the uppermost internodes, whil_e in ethephon treated

plants, much less was recovered. from the uppermost internodes, and l-ateemergied ti]lers
formed strong sinks.
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Based on the observation that inflorescences from control- and

ethephon treated prants differed slightry but not significantJ-y in

weight and recovered activity,

this stud.y d.oes not provid.e strong

support for the hlpothesis that kernel- weight reductions observed with
ethephon application are caused by competition between developing grain
and late-emerged titlers

observation of litti-e

for assimil-ate resources. However, the

competition in this study is not sufficient cause

to discard the hllpothesis. rn the present study. kerner weight
decreases due to ethephon for main stems of barley gror^¡n at 300 pl_ants
m-2 tete greater in 1987 than in Lglgt although the reductions were not

signifj-cant in eíther year (chapter six), and about twíce as many l_ate_
emerged

tillers

appeared in j_9g7 compared. srith l_9g9 (chapter five)

.

with the consistent negative correlation between spikes prant-l and
kernel weight (chapter four), and. the strength of late til_Iers as
competitive assimilate sinks. it seems rikely that the greater the
promotion of l-ate tillering by ethephon, Èhe greater the reduction in
kernel weight also observed with ethephon. Such reductions in kernelweight are relatively smal.l- in any case, so any competition between the
inflorescence and developing tillers must be smal_l compared. with the

large amount of assimilate

made

avaítabre for l_ate tiller

growth by

reduced stem elongation in ethephon treated barrey. provid.ing a partial

explanation for the failure to observe strong competition between the
inflorescence and .l_ate-emerged tillers in this st.udy.

Further explanation for the apparent lack of competition between
the inflorescence and late-emerged till-ers may be in aftered. assimil-ate
storage and remobilization rel-ationships between the upper internodes
and the infl-oresence: some 14c-assimilate from the flag and. penultimate
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leaves at and shortly after anthesis is stored in the uppermost
internodes' to be remobilízed. and incorporated in kernel-s during graÍn
fillinq (Rawson and Hofstra. 1969¡ ward.r-aw and porter, rg6-7). The high
recovery of 14c-assimirate from the upper internodes on d.ay 1o may have
refl-ected such storage. Perhaps d.ifferences in kerner weight between

controf and treated plants occur rater in grain fiJ_ling as stored
assimilate is mobilized from the upper internodes - in ethephon treated,
prants, assimil-ate which night have constituted stored assimil-ate
was
instead drawn by the rapidly d.eveloping til1ers, therefore making l-ater
girain development entirely dependent on current assimirate,
and
resulting in decreased kernel weights

compared.

with untreated prants.

other studies have shown competition for photosynthate
infl-orescences and developing tillers

betr^reen

(Chafai El- Al_aoui et al., 19gg;

Kirby and Jones, rg77r. prochazka et al. (r-g75) observed reduced main
stem kerner weig'hts, inhibited main stem elongation, promoted
late
tiller

emergencer gr€âter recovery of 14c-assimil-ate from til1ers.
red'uced 14c-assimil-ate movement to the inflorescence

and.

i-n winter wheat

prants treated u¡ith ethephon compared. with untreated ptants.
Arthough
they attributed the l-atter observation to red.uced kernels spike-1 which
was also observed, their results do not rure out the possibility

of

competition between main stem infloresences and. tir_r_ers. certainly,
this evidence from other studies, combined wit.h l-ess d.irect

evid.ence

from the present study. suggests that competition between
d.evel0ping
inflorescences and late-emerged tillers does contribute
to the reduced
kerneL weights often observed $rith ethephon application.

For purposes of this study, plants were g'rown at a density (300
prants *-2 that ensured that onry a main stem was present for
most
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pl-ants. Prants grown at a lower d.ensity prod.uce more tillers both
before and after ethephon apprication than those at a higher density
(chapter five) . Elongation of til-lers present when ethephon was app1ied
was reduced just as for main stems. rt is ì-ike1y that assimilate

mad,e

available by the reduced elongiation of the uppermost internodes of both
main stems and earry tillers woul-d provide for the growth of lateemerging til-l-ers on ethephon treated plants g'rown at a lower density

than used for this study.
Àlthough l-ate-emerged tirJ-ers on these prants g'rown at
300 plants *-2 d.id not contribute to spikes plant-l

the extent they did in

tgBT

or grain yieJ_d to

I the resul-ts of this study in 19g9 do

contribute to the general und.erstanding of the invol-vement of ethephon
in the promoted growth of tiller buds when conditions are such that
promotion of buds occurs. observations of vascular d.evel-opment. growth
substance changes (incl-ud.ing etheylene rer-eased. from ethephon) and
,

assimilate movements in the early hours following ethephon would help to
further elucidate the mechanism of ethephon induced til-l-er bud rel-ease
and the phenomenon of apical dominance in grasses in generar. rt is
cl-ear that changes in assimilate partitioning when pJ-ants are treated

with ethephon are important in the promoted growth of tiller buds which
wourd be far less likely to grow in the absence of ethephon. rt is
also
clear that late-emerged til-lers are heaviJ-y dependent on the main stem
to support their early growth, with changed. requÍrements of elongating
stems providing the majority of the assimir-ate required by these

til-l-ers.
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GENE¡UA]. DTSSUSSTON.

Based on these three aeasons of study, and d.rawing. on the work of

others' ít is possible to describe a model of the action of ethephon on
barrey under vüestern canadian conditions. when et.hephon is applied,
normally just prior to spike emergence, the release of ethyJ-ene within
the plant causes an inhibition of elongation of the uppermost
internodes. especial_ly the peduncle (Dahnous et al.,
Knapp

I9g2; EnLzt 19gg;

et a1., ]-98'7; vanAndeL and Verkerke, 19?8). Since photosynthetic

activity in exporting leaves does not appear to be affected by ethephon
applicatíon (no significant difference in 14co2 uptake or 14c-ussimil-ate
export from flag and penurtimate leaves was observed), total
photosynthate availability

is not affected, and because the upper

internodes have a red.uced assimil-ate requirement due to reduced.
elongiation, assimilate j-s drawn by alternative sinks in non- or sl_owgrowing titrer buds. The initiation or resumption of growth i-n such
til-ler buds may be related. to both assimilate availability and changes

in pl-ant growth substance balances (Johnston and Jeffcoat, L9-lj;
Woodward and Marsha11, l_988)

.

Depending on favourable moisture conditions, and perhaps also

fertility

conditions. such tilr-er buds may grow rapidly. initialr-y

dependent on assimil-ate from the maj-n or other established stems, but

with dependence d.ecreasing to a relativel-y
leaf stage for the new till-er.

J_ow

revel_ by about. the flag

The assimilate is availabi-e primarily as

a resul-t of reduced stem elongation. Tillers appearing in this way on
ethephon treated. plants may contribute to grain yierd., but with fewer
kernels spíke-1 and. .l-ower kernel weight compared with earl-ier formed.
til-l-ers.

There is evidence from this study, and from another (cox and
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otis, 1-989). that arthough ethephon promotes the emergence of l_ate
tillers, it may arso promote the senescence of some tillers which
appeared prior to its application.

with the reLease of ethylene from ethephon in the d.everoping
infl-orescence in the early d.ays after ethephon apptication.

steriliÈy may be induced in

some

mare

fl-orets in apical and basal positions

on the inflorescencer resulting' in aborted development of affected

fl-oret.s, in turn resulting in reduced. kernel-s spiks-1.

This actual

reduction ín kerneLs spiks-1 and the lower kernels spiks-1 contributed
by late-emerged tillers both contribute to the overall reduction in
Jcernel-s

-1 often observed with ethephon
spike-r
applicat.ion. The reduced

kernel-s spike-1 on main stems and/or early formed till-ers may arso

contribute to assimil-ate availability

for l_ate-emerged tillers.

kernel weights may be observed. when barl-ey is treated. v¡ith
ethephon. Part of the overarl- reduction in kernet weight is
Reduced

attributable to the contribution of late-emerged til-l-ers with a 1ower
averag'e kernel- weight than tilrers which appeared before ethephon
applicat'ion.

Competition for phot.osynthate between d.eveloping grain

late-emergred tillers

and

might arso explain part of the red.uced kernel

weight observed $¡ith ethephon application,' evidence for such competition
has also been presented. by others (prochazka et aI., 1975). Assimil_ate
which might normalJ-y have been stored in the uppermost internodes durj-ng
anthesís and later remobilized to developing girain (Rawson and Hofstra,
1969; wardl-aw and porter. ]-96'r) is instead used for the growth of l_ateemerged

til_lers in ethephon treaLed barIey,. Later kernel development

then depends entirely on current photosynthate with no contribution by
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previously stored assimilate, further explaining reduced kernel weights
in ethephon treated barley.
If growing conditions (cultivar. fert.Ítity,

moist.ure, and/or high

wind. heavy rain, or hail events) are such that l-odging is rikely to
occur, ethephon is effective at increasing the lodging resistance of the
crop. The increased lodging resistance resu.l-ts from reduced plant
height (Brown and Earlyt rg'73; F.ntzt 19gg; Neenan and. spencer-smith,
1975) and perhaps increased straw strength through increased dry matter

accumulation per unit length (Selga et al., 1995), although this
increased accumulation appears to be in the form of non-structural

carbohydrate (Knapp et al., l_987). The stud.ies presented here suggest
that the decreased weight carried on a stem due to reduced kernel_s

spike-l,

to a lesser extent reduced. kernel weight. ñây al-so make a
considerable contribution to lod.ging resistance.
and.

rn the three years of study, ethephon frequently caused reductions
in kernels spiks-1, and J-ess freguentJ-y caused red.uctions in kerneJ_
weight. These negative effects on graín yield were sometimes fully or
partialJ-y compensated by the promoted- growth of l-ate tillers which could.
a contribution t.o g'rain yield,- however, the net effect of ethephon
on absorute grain yierd was often negative. BarJ_ey at 100 plants rn-2

make

was l-ess prone to net negative effects of ethephon on grain yield than

barley at 300 plants m-2, because of gireater compensatory _r-ate tir_r-er
growth at the l-ow density,' however, despite apparently greater safety
of
ethephon use at the low d.ensity, yield was greater at the high density
in two of the three years, and actuar plant densities used by g.rowers
are likery nearer the high density used in this study. ïf rodging is
prevented by ethephon, harvestabJ-e grain yield may be increased despite
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decreases in absolute graín yield, as suggested by observations ín 19g9.
The recommendation emerging from this study regarding the use of

ethephon reiterates conclusions made by others (Cox and. Otis, l-9g9;

et aI.. l-988), that when growing conditions are such that severe
lodging is IikeIy, and current moisture cond.itions are ad.equate, the use
Simmons

of ethephon will reduce lodging, facil-itate harvesting, and increase
harvestable yield of barley qrown in Manitoba.
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